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“THE WIZARD EARL” IN JACOBEAN PORTRAIT PRINT

1. [PERCY, HENRY.] Honoratiss: D. Henricus Percey Com Northumberland.
[London.] Anno 1619. Francisco Delaram, fecit & sculpsit. Are to be sould in Popes head Ally by Geo: Humb[le].
Engraving, on paper (sheet approx 13.2 x 20.3; platemark 11.8 x 18.9cm) tips of margins trimmed not touching plate,
very good.
This fine Jacobean portrait engraving depicts Henry Percy ninth earl of Northumberland (1564-1632).
Engraved by Francis Delaram (fl. 1615-1624), one of the foremost engravers active in England during the
second half of the reign of King James I (1566-1625), it bears the imprint of the print and map seller
George Humble (d.1640). At the time of publication of this print in 1619 Percy remained imprisoned in
roomy apartments in the Tower of London where he had been incarcerated since 1606 on account of
suspicion of involvement in the Gunpowder Plot. He is remembered in particular as a bibliophile and for
his scientific and alchemical interests, earning him the sobriquet “The wizard earl.” Among the learned men
who received his patronage can be numbered the mathematician and philosopher Thomas Harriot (c.15601621), the geographer Robert Hues (1553-1632) and the natural philosopher Walter Warner (c.15581643). At the foot of the print is found a poem beginning “If art could shew the spirit in the face ...”,
extolling the bravery of the Percys of Northumberland. An excellent impression of a rare print.

Hind 1952-64 II.229.2. Both examples held at the British Museum (P, 1.86; 1948,0315.9.23) are trimmed
over the platemark, however in this example the margins extend more than 5mm beyond the platemark.
It was reprinted in facsimile in 1795 (see: BM 1875,0508.653) with the removal of Delaram’s name and
Humble’s imprint.
£1250
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ELIZABETHAN PASSPORT FOR AN ITALIAN BANKER

2. [MARSHE, John & ALDERSEY, Thomas.] [Passport signed, for bearer “Cosymo Strozsy
Italian” to permit him “quietly to pass from yo[ur] port without any yo[ur] lett or
impedyment ...”]
“Dated at London this xxviii th day of December Anno 1571.” Manuscript passport signed, ink on paper, in English.
Oblong folio (21 x 32cm) [1] page on recto of first leaf of bifolium, signed “John Mershe” & “Thomas Aldersly,” verso of
second leaf with manuscript docket title, old folds, uncut edges, fine condition.

This fine example of a passport from the Elizabethan era, dated at London 27 December 1571, bears the
signatures of the prominent London merchants John Marshe (c.1516-1579) and Thomas Aldersey (15211598). It was issued to the Italian banker Cosimo Strozzi, a member of a branch of the Florentine banking
family of Strozzi that settled in France following their rivalry with the Medici in the fifteenth century. Most
probably he was involved in the banking business of Bandini & Strozzi at Lyon and is recorded in the 1580s
as a follower of Henri Duc de Joyeuse (1563-1608). The provenance of the Corsini archive suggest that
Strozzi had some banking business with the London-based Florentine merchants Bartolomeo Corsini
(1545-1613) and Filippo Corsini (1538-1601). Both Marsh and Aldersey whose signatures are present here
were fervent Protestants and leading members of the Merchant Adventurers, involved in the export of cloth
to the Low Countries and the Baltic. The text notes that they were “appoynted and authorized by
Commission from the Lordes of the Queenes majestes most honourable Privie Councell to give passpotes
for such persons as we shall thinke conveynyent to passe out of this realm ...” A note at the foot of the
document records that it was intended specifically for presentation “to the customs comptrollers and
serchers of the portes of Dover of Rye ...”
Passports from the Elizabethan period are rare. This example is one of a small number found amongst the
c.3600 documents of the Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).
£1950
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ELIZABETHAN ANGLO-ITALIAN CLOTH TRADE ACCOUNTS

3. [CORSINI, Bartolomeo.] [Annual accounting sheet recording business transacted
during 1589 on behalf of Bartolomeo Corsini by an agent in Italy.]
[Milan?, December 1589.] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of paper. Large folio (approx. 34 x 44cm) [1] page in
Italian, postally used with verso penned with address panel to “Bartolomeo Corsini ... Londra,” endorsed as having
arrived in London 23 February 1589 [i.e. 1590], old folds, paper uncut, very good.

A scarce example of sixteenth century mercantile accountancy, this sheet was sent to the prominent
London-based Florentine merchant Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613) from an agent in Italy, most
probably Milan. Penned in two totalled columns (for debtors and creditors) it records, in itemised
detail, business transacted on Corsini’s behalf during the course of 1589. Sales include baize and hemp,
much in demand for rope and sailmaking. Gold was sent to the heirs of Mathia Lederer in Cologne.
Spun cloth was sent to Hamburg and transported by Volpi (Milan) and Raimondi (Volpi’s agent in
Cologne). Several transactions with Jeronimo Cipolletto in Cremona are recorded. Another entry
concerns money owed by Giovanni Pietro Daverio for baize from Coggeshall, an Essex village known
for cloth production in the sixteenth century. Details of some customs charges are also listed.

Provenance: Corsini archive.

£1250

SIXTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH WOOL TRADE WITH ITALY
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4. [CAPPONI.] [Letter signed to Bartolomeo Corsini concerning mercantile transactions in
the wool trade.]
Venice, 19 May & 24 May 1586. Letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (23.5 x 34.5cm) [2] pages in Italian, in two different
hands, on bifolium, verso of second leaf of bifolium with manuscript address panel & small embossed paper seal attached
by wax (blank lower half of second leaf excised contemporaneously for reuse), a few tiny tears along old folds, paper uncut,
very good.
Penned to Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613), a prominent
Florentine merchant resident in London during the
Elizabethan era, this letter dated 19 May 1586 was sent from
Venice by the “Eredi di Luigi Capponi” (Heirs of Luigi
Capponi), the company formed by a branch of the Capponi
family following the death of the wealthy merchant Luigi
Capponi (d.1584). With branches in Lyon, Seville, Antwerp,
London, Pisa and Venice, the Capponi developed extensive
pan-European mercantile interests centred on silk and wool.
Updating Corsini on their business affairs, in particular transactions concerning sales of wool, this letter includes mention
of several English merchants including payments for transportation made to David Carpenter (“Davit Carpenter”) for
London to Livorno. Other English names include the
prominent London mercer Thomas Cordell (“Ts. Cordell”),
the Levant Company member George Salter (“Giorgio
Salter”) and William Rolles [?] (“Gug.mo Rools”). Mention is
made also of transactions at the Easter fair at Lyon.
Provenance: Corsini archive.
£650

HIGH SHERIFF OF SHAKESPEARE’S WARWICKSHIRE

5. [FEILDING, Basil.] Letters of attorney; Basil Fieldinge of Newnham [Paddox] in
Warwickshire, esq, and William Fielding of Newnham, kt, to Ralph Parker of Hartshill in
Warwickshire, gent to deliver seisin of a close called The Hey Meadow, occupied by George
Fielding, and of three closes called The White Field, The Catt Field and The Jarr Field,
occupied by Thomas Holt, to Richard Whitall of Oldbury in Warwickshire, gent, to whom
they sold it by a deed of the same date.
Newnham. [Warwickshire.] 9 April 1616. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (24 x 16.5cm) 28 lines in English,
signatures of Basil &William Feilding at foot, verso with signatures of witnesses Richard Gardas [?],Willliam Richingham,
George Feilding, Thomas Launder,William Launder, John Wolfreston, endorsed with memorandum of livery of seisin by
Ralph Parker, seals lost, some light discolouration in places, old folds.

This indenture bears the signature of Basil Feilding
(c.1567-1633) of Newnham Paddox, high sheriff of
Warwickshire during the Jacobean period. The Feildings
were one of the most prominent families of the county.
Also present is the signature of his son William Feilding,
first earl of Denbigh (c. 1587–1643) who rose to prominence as a courtier and naval officer, assisted by the
patronage facilitated through the influence of his brotherin-law George Villiers (1592-1628), first duke of
Buckingham, Feilding having married Buckingham’s
sister Susan Villiers (d. c.1655) in 1606. Feilding was in
1620 created earl of Denbigh, in 1622 obtaining the
valuable mastership of the Great Wardrobe. He served as
admiral in both at Cadiz and in the Île de Ré expedition
of 1627, making also an adventurous tour in India and
Persia between 1631 and 1633.
£750
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SECOND GREAT SEAL OF ELIZABETH I - DESIGNED BY NICHOLAS HILLIARD

6. [HILLIARD, Nicholas.] [Writ de intendendo on the appointment of Arthur
Heveningham knight, as sheriff of Norfolk.]
[Westminster, 11 April 1603.] Manuscript on single sheet of vellum (sheet approx. 12.5 x 33cm) 6 lines in Latin,
verso endorsed “Evelyn” (? John Evelyn esq, one of the 6 clerks of the Court of Chancery), with second great seal of
Elizabeth I (diameter approx. 15cm) appended, a crisp impression in light brown wax, document rubbed in places,
seal with some light wear to extremities, overall in a very good state of preservation.

In his role as royal limner Nicholas Hilliard (1547-1619), foremost miniature painter of the Elizabethan
era, received the commission to design the second great seal of Elizabeth I in 1584. This large seal,
engraved by Derick Anthony, was used between 1586 and 1603 to authenticate all important state
documents and remains an icon of Elizabeth’s regal power, representing her on one side standing with
orb and sceptre with characteristic ruff, on the other on horseback.

Rare Books

This document, a writ de intendendo on the appointment of Sir Arthur Heveningham (c.1546-1630) as
sheriff of Norfolk, is dated 11 April 1603. It bears the inscription “Egerton” at the foot, indicating that
it was tested by Thomas Egerton (1540-1617) lord keeper of the great seal. Elizabeth’s second great
seal remained in use for several months after her death on 24 March 1603, eventually being destroyed
in the presence of James I at Hampton Court on 19 July 1603 once his own new great seal had been
prepared. (See: Noel Blakiston, “Nicholas Hilliard and Queen Elizabeth’s Third Great Seal,” Burlington
Magazine 90, No. 541 (1948), pp.101-7).

The choleric Norfolk politician Sir Arthur Heveningham, appointed sheriff (1581–2 and 1602–3) and
deputy lieutenant (1587-1596 and 1605-1630), is remembered in particular for embroidering his
prestige with an absurd concocted pedigree which traced his lineage back to a knight named Arphaxad,
a guardian of the tomb of Christ (See: ODNB).
£3250
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ANGLO-SPANISH PRISONER SWAP FOR ELIZABETHAN PRIVATEER

7. [TYPOOTS, Paulus.] [Notarial attestation by Paulus Typoots, notary public of the City of
London, certifying an agreement made before him under oath by Don Juan de Villacreces
of Jerez de la Frontera and William Keynell of Windsor, that on account of Villacreces
being Keynell’s prisoner and unable to pay his ransom, in exchange for Keynell setting
Villacreces free to return to his homeland Villacreces promises to free or arrange the
freeing of William Hervey, brother-in-law of Keynell, held prisoner on the island of
Madeira in the castle of Funchal.]
London, 10 February 1590 [i.e. 1591]. Manuscript signed, ink on single sheet of parchment (approx. 42.5 x 47cm )
38 lines in Spanish, signed Latin attestation by “Paulus Typoots” at foot,with signatures of “Dionysio Le Blancq”,
“Abraham Theues”, “W. Keynell” & “William Hollway”, small paper wafer seal attached at foot of document bearing fob
seal impression (a head), old folds, in fine, fresh condition.

Evoking the excitement of the Elizabethan era, this document certifies an Anglo-Spanish prisoner swap
arranged in London 10 February 1591. Sworn before the public notary Paulus Typoots, the agreement
was made between Don Juan de Villacreces of Jerez de la Frontera and William Keynell of Windsor.
Villacreces had been captured in the Azores by English privateers in 1590. The document notes that he
was held prisoner in London by Keynell, but was unable to pay his ransom on account of his valuables
having been taken from him. Keynell here agrees to set him free to return to his homeland on the
condition that he frees or arranges the freedom of Keynell’s brother-in-law William Hervey (d.1642),
held as a prisoner himself in the castle of Funchal on the island of Madeira.

The young Hervey had distinguished himself in naval service on the lord admiral’s ship off Calais against
the Spanish Armada in 1588 before becoming a prominent privateer. He is known in particular as a
possible candidate for Shakespeare’s “Mr W.H.” (see ODNB). Given that he was captured by the Spanish
on a privateering expedition in 1590 in the Azores, it seems likely that Villacreces was taken as prisoner
by English sailors connected with Hervey during same expedition. Villacreces, perhaps making an Atlantic
voyage on account of his family connections in Guatemala, was captured together with a man named
Domingo de Valdes. It is noted in this document that Valdes, though he has paid his ransom, will not leave
England without permission from Keynell until Hervey’s freedom has been confirmed. The involvement
of Dr Hector Nunes (1520-1591) as guarantor is mentioned – Nunes, a Portuguese physician and
merchant of Jewish ancestry, had been living in London from the 1540s. He is recorded serving also as
an intermediary in Anglo-Spanish diplomatic matters (see ODNB).

The document is signed by Keynell, Typoots and witnesses Dionysio Le Blancq, Abraham Theues (both
notaries?) and “William Holway,” perhaps the Plymouth owner of privateering ships. Penned in Spanish,
it must have been retained by Villacreces - presumably Keynell kept a counterpart signed by Villacreces.
The Dutch notary Paulus Typoots, resident in London from at least the 1570s, is known for his Spanish
language proficiency and has been identified as the first professional translator between English and
Spanish. In addition to notarial work he is recorded in 1577 as having translated from English an account
of Martin Frobisher’s voyage in search of the Northwest Passage.

Villacreces must have fulfilled his part of the agreement as Hervey was back in England within the year.
In 1596 Hervey sailed against the Spanish at the capture of Cadiz, captaining his own ship, the Darling,
and being knighted by Robert Devereux 2nd earl of Essex (1565-1601). This is a rare example of a fine
Elizabethan document with connections to Atlantic privateering, Anglo-Spanish tensions and the cosmopolitan European expatriate community of notaries and merchants resident in sixteenth century London.

For mention of the capture of Villacreces, see: Pena, J.F. de la, Algunas noticias sobre el linaje de los
Cervantes (1248-1622), in: Boletin de la Real Academia de la Historia, CLXXIV, II, Madrid, 1977, p.276.
For Typoots as a translator, see: Santoyo, J.C., Paul Typoots primer traductor inglés-castellano?, in:
Cuadernos de Investigaciôn filolôgica, III (1977), fasc.1-2, pp.87-94.
£7500
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FRENCH DIPLOMATS IN JACOBEAN ENGLAND

8. [LE MAÇON, Robert.] [Six receipts signed by French diplomats, certifying payments
received, principally for diplomatic activities in England.]
[France, 1605 -1624.] 6 manuscripts, ink on vellum, each oblong 4to (approx. 27 x 16cm) in French, each signed
at foot by recipient, small filing holes in left margins, versos with contemporary endorsements, old folds, some negligible wear, very good.

These six manuscript receipts penned on vellum dating between 1605 and 1624 bear the signatures of
diplomats in the service of French kings Henry IV (1553-1610) and Louis XIII (1601-1643) certifying
receipt of payments, including salaries and travel expenses, principally for diplomatic activities in
Jacobean England. One of the receipts here bears the signature of Robert Le Maçon, sieur de la
Fontaine (1534-1611) a Huguenot who fled to London after the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre of
1572. A long-term resident in London (see: ODNB), he became the unofficial representative of the
French king in England and was one of the principal diplomats coordinating the joint Anglo-French war
effort against Spain in the 1590s. On the receipt here he is described as “resident po[u]r la service du
Roy d’Angleterre.” A Protestant minister, he was involved in the French church at Threadneedle Street,
writing A catechisme and playne instruction ... (London, 1580) and a volume of sermons, Les funerailles de
Sodome ... (London, 1600). Penned on a receipt for his salary dated 1614 is the signature of Samuel
Spifame, sieur de Bisseaux (d.1632), then French ambassador to England. Also present here on another
receipt is the signature of the prominent French soldier Charles II de Cossé, comte de Brissac (15501621). Penned on a receipt dated June 1624 is the signature of another French ambassador to England,
Tanneguy Le Veneur, comte de Tillières (d.1652), known for his involvement in the diplomatic negotiations concerning the marriage of the then prince Charles and Henrietta Maria of France. Also dated
1624, two further receipts here, bearing the signatures of Louis de Maissoneuve and Jean Pierre, sieur
de la Riviere, mention carrying diplomatic letters to London.
£2750
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SIR ROBERT WALPOLE’S NORFOLK ANCESTRY

9. [WALPOLE, Robert.] [Grant of an
annuity of £16, part of a settlement in lieu
of dower; John Barritt of Kings Lynn, gent,
son of John Barritt of Barwick in Norfolk,
gent, with the same John Barritt and his
wife Judith, to Robert Walpole of
Houghton in Norfolk, esq, and William
Armestead of Merston in Norfolk, clerk,
annuity of £16 charged on 30½ acres of
land in Stanhowe, Barwick and North
Creake, described in an attached schedule
of eight parcels of land, to be received
half-yearly in the church porch of
Stanhowe.]
[Norfolk.] 1 Nov 1636. Indenture, ink on single sheet of
vellum (approx. 43 x 33cm) in English, with attached
schedule on vellum sheet (approx. 20 x 32cm), signed by
Robert Walpole & William Armestead with small red wax
seals appended, verso with signatures of witnesses (Robert
Lynge, Francis Barsham, Richard Tadmen, Richard
Hamment), small stain to verso, old folds, very good.

This English indenture dated 1636 bears the signature of Robert Walpole (1593-1663) of Houghton in North
Norfolk. He was father to Sir Edward Walpole (1621-1668), MP for King’s Lynn, grandfather to the influential whig colonel Robert Walpole (1650-1700), MP for Castle Rising, and great-grandfather to the
statesman Sir Robert Walpole first earl of Orford (1676-1745), first prime minister of Great Britain.
£650
HAMPSHIRE INDENTURE IN PRE-REFORMATION ENGLISH

10. [KYBBYLL, George.] [Lease for 18 years at 14
shillings a year, George Kybbyll of Ford in
Hampshire, gent, to William Cosyn of Ford,
husbandman: a messuage lately held by Thomas
Roberts, with two crofts called Moldecrafte
and Tylthe, 10 acres of arable, 1 acre of meadow
and 12 acres of pasture, WC to thatch, board
and plaster during the term, GK to provide “all
manner of gross timber.”]
[Hampshire, 20 June 1506.] Manuscript indenture, ink on
single sheet of vellum (approx. 21.5 x 24cm) 27 lines in
English, vellum tag appended (seal lost), blank verso with ink
endorsement of c.1640: “a lease of that which is now Collin’s”,
small paper label of c.1930 titled in ink “W 697”, old folds,
very good.
Dated 20 June 1506, this document was penned in
Hampshire during the reign of king Henry VII (14571509). It offers a sample of pre-Reformation
manuscript text in English, examples of which are
becoming increasingly scarce in commerce. The small
paper label on the verso (“W 697”) indicates inclusion
in H.R.Moulton’s catalogue Palæography, genealogy and
topography (London, 1930) p.214.
£850
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ETON COLLEGE LEASING LANDS NORTH OF LONDON

11. [ETON COLLEGE.] [Counterpart lease for 21 years from 25 Mar 1615 at £24 8s 10d and
corn-rents; Henry Savile, knight, provost of Eton in Windsor and the college to Philip
Barratt of Hampstead, yeoman, in consideration of the surrender of a former lease ‘for
many years not yet expired’: the lordship or lordships of Chalcots and Wildes in
Hampstead, Kentish Town, Marylebone, Hendon and Finchley the rents payable in the
hall of Eton, and to include 14 quarters 2 bushels of good, sweet, clean, seasonable and
merchantable wheat of the best sort, and 30 quarters of good, sweet, clean, seasonable
and merchantable malt of the best sort, to be approved by the bursar or brewer of the
college, or in default the equivalent in money according to the best price in Windsor
Market before the due date; PB to deliver 12 cartloads of tallwood every year to a place
in London or its suburbs to be specified by the lessors who are to pay 16 shillings for the
making and carriage of the wood; PB to accommodate the lessors for two days and one
night every year whenever they shall come on college business or to survey the
buildings; PB shall deliver a parchment terrier of the lands within three years and
subsequently every ten years; covenant by Eton to allow Philip Barrett £2 12s 0d from
the rent in respect of the woods (6 acres at 2 shillings an acre) and lands (10 acres at 4
shillings an acre) belonging to Chalcots and Wildes which are now enclosed in
Marylebone Park.]
[Eton, 14 Jun 1615.] Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 63 x 33 cm) in English, signed
at foot “Phill. Barret,” signed on verso by witnesses Benjamin Owtred, notary public, Thomas Hochison & Nicholas
Barratt, seal lost, old folds, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

Rare Books

[ETON COLLEGE.] Counterpart lease for 21 years from 29 Sep 1615 at £24 8s 10d and
corn-rents; Henry Savile, knight, provost of Eton in Windsor and the college to
Philip Barratt of Hampstead, yeoman ...]
[Eton, 18 December 1615.] Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 64 x 34 cm) signed
at foot “Phill. Barret,” signed on verso by witnesses Benjamin Owtred, notary public & Edmund Poole, verso a
little dusty, seal lost, old folds, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[ETON COLLEGE.][Counterpart lease for 21 years from 25 Mar 1632 at £24 8s 10d and
corn-rents; the provost and college of Eton in Windsor to William Watkins of
Westminster, gent, in consideration of the surrender of a former lease to Philip
Barratt, deceased: the lordship or lordships of Chalcots and Wildes in Hampstead,
Kentish Town, Marylebone, Hendon and Finchley ...]
[Eton, 24 May 1632.] Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 70 x 41cm) in English,
signed at foot “Wm.Watkins,” signed on verso by witnesses Howard Bickerstaffe & Henry Sayer, seal lost, old folds,
very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[ETON COLLEGE.][Counterpart lease for 21 years from 25 Mar 1639 at £24 8s 10d and
corn-rents; the provost and college of Eton in Windsor to William Watkins of
Westminster, gent, in consideration of the surrender of a former lease: the lordship
or lordships of Chalcots and Wildes in Hampstead, Kentish Town, Marylebone,
Hendon and Finchley ...]
[Eton, 26 Mar 1639.] Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 68 x 49cm) in English,
signed at foot “Wm.Watkins,” signed on verso by witnesses George Lashe & Henry Saier, seal lost, old folds, very
good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[ETON COLLEGE.] [Counterpart lease for 21 years from 25 Mar 1655 at £24 8s 10d and
corn-rents; the provost and college of Eton in Windsor to Thomas Allen of Finchley,
knight: the lordship or lordships of Chalcots and Wildes in Hampstead, Kentish
Town, Marylebone, Hendon and Finchley ...]
[Eton, 9 Jul 1655.] Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 70 x 50 cm) in English,
signed at foot “Tho. Allen,” signed on verso by witnesses Robert Needler, registrar & John Hollenshed, seal lost,
some dustiness along old folds at verso, very good.
These five indentures dating between 1615 and 1655 record Eton College leasing the “lordships of
Chalcots and Wildes in Hampstead, Kentish Town, Marylebone, Hendon and Finchley”, held by the
college from 1449, to “Philip Barratt [(d.1630)] of Hampstead, yeoman” (1615; 1615), “William
Watkins of Westminster, gent” (1632-1639) and Sir Thomas Allen (d.1681) of Finchley (1655). The
two indentures of 1615 include the name of the Eton provost Sir Henry Savile (1549-1622),
mathematician and scholar. Of note amongst the signatures of witnesses penned here is that of
Benjamin Oughtred (d.1618), scrivener and registrar at Eton, father of the mathematician William
Oughtred (1575-1660). The Edmund Poole who signed 18 December 1615 may be identifiable as
an Eton College porter.
For the history of the Chalcots estate, see: VCH Middlesex 9 (1989) 91-111.

£1250
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RHYMING WILL PENNED IN RESTORATION VERSE

12. [MOORE, Thomas.] Tho:s Moor’s will ...
[Canterbury, 2 November 1666.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (29 x 36cm) 9 pages, in English, penned on rectos
of 9 leaves, sewn at head of sheet with vellum tie, edges uncut (a few small areas of marginal fraying not affecting
text), blank verso of last leaf with some dust marking & contemporary manuscript docket title, old central fold, very
good.

An unusual example of Restoration-era verse, this manuscript, recording the will made 22 November
1665 by Thomas Moore of Wiggenhall St. Germans in Norfolk, begins with 34 lines in rhyming
couplets. This will seems to have been a literary curiosity even in the seventeenth century: a version is
recorded as having been penned in a letter by Philip Skippon (1641-1691) to the naturalist John Ray
(1627-1705). However, the text in this manuscript bears numerous small differences to that published
in: Lankester, Edwin (ed.), The correspondence of John Ray, London,1848, pp.90-191. The manuscript
here contains Moore’s entire will, including details of some charitable bequests to the poor of his
locality in Norfolk. This manuscript appears to have been drawn up 2 November 1666, presumably for
Moore himself or a family member, at Canterbury, the text having been copied from the records at the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury. At the foot of the final leaf is what appears to be the signature of
Marcus Cottle, registrar at Canterbury.
£1250
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SCHOOLBOY POETS WELCOME CHARLES II

13. [GREGORY, Francis.] Votivum Carolo, or A welcome to his sacred majesty Charles the II.
From the master and scholars of Woodstock-School in the county of Oxford.
[Oxford.] Printed [by. H. Hall], in the year 1660. First edition. 4to (14.5 x 19cm) [8], 20pp., a few small marginal
tears (not touching text), modern calf-backed marbled boards in period style.

A rare example of a compilation of seventeenth century school poetry, this collection of verse offering “a
welcome to his sacred majesty Charles the II” from “the master and scholars of Woodstock-School in the
county of Oxford” bears a dedication to the Royalist general George Monck (1608-1670) by the clergyman,
writer and schoolmaster Francis Gregory (1623-1707). In addition to poems in Latin and English by
Gregory’s pupils are included several by the headmaster himself, all with Royalist themes. There is also a
printed address from “the scholars to the reader”: “... it is not our design to proclaim our learning, but our
loyalty; we care not to passe under the name of bad poets, if we may but prove our selves good subjects ...
it may look like ambition in school-boyes to be in print; but, if young students at Oxford doe much this way,
why may not we at Woodstock doe a little? We think poetry is no more confin’d to gownes and caps, than
philosophy to beards. It is our hope to reach the University, we suppose, it is not our crime to follow it now
...”
Wing W3475; Madan III, 2540.

£1250
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FARMING, FISHING & BEEKEEPING BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

14. HERESBACH, Conrad. The whole art of husbandry contained in foure bookes. Viz. I. Of
the farme or manssion house, offices and accommodations of earable ground, pasture and
medowe. II. Of gardens, orchards, and woods. III. Of breeding, feeding, and curing of all
manner of cattell. IIII. Of poultrie, fowle, fish, and bees, with the whole art (according to
these last times) of breeding and dyeting the fighting cock, and the art of angling ...
London, printed by T[homas] C[otes] for Richard More. 1631. First edition. 4to (15 x 19.5cm) [8], 64, 61-104, 103385, [1] pp. (complete), title-page framed by typographic border, contemporary blind-ruled sheep, some rubbing to boards
and extremities, a very good, wholly unsophisticated copy.

First edition, scarce, of this English translation of Rei rusticae libri quatuor (Cologne, 1570) by Conrad
Heresbach (1496-1576), an influential compendium of husbandry practice taking in farming, gardening, the
care of cattle, poultry, fishing beekeeping and numerous country pursuits. This version, “renewed,
corrected, enlarged, and adorned with all the experiments and practises of our English nation, which were
wanting in the former editions,” was edited by the prolific writer Gervase Markham (1568-1637), based on
the translation of Barnaby Goodge (1540-1594) Foure bookes of husbandry ... (London, 1577). The dedication
by Markham to William Cecil 2nd earl of Exeter (1566-1640) notes his practical improvements to the text:
“The work was first gathered by a noble counseller to the duke of Cleve, and taught to speake English by a
learned gentleman master Googe, who was so faithfull to the first author that it became an utter stranger
to our climate: and how ever Italy, France, Spaine, Rome and Naples got from it much perfection, yet our
colder ayre was not capable of the benefites; which to repaire, I have undertaken to insert, mixe and
reconcile together those forraine knowledges with our owne practisses and experiments, whereby it may
be made both to us and them equally fruitfull ...” A few word from the index display the diversity of the
content: “Almond-tree ... angling ... bees ... chickens ... cucumbers ... ducks ... fishponds ... goates ... hay
... henhouse ... horse ... honey ... lambs ... lavender ... lettuce ... nectarine ... orchards ... parsnips ...
pigeons ... quince ... quails ... radishes ... swine ...”
STC 13202.

£2500

Rare Books

JACOBEAN NEO-LATIN SATIRE TRANSLATED FOR GERMAN READERS

15. BARCLAY, John. Ioh. Barclai Icon animorum Oder gründliche Beschreibung
menschlicher Gemüths Verwirrungen und Endrungen so guten als bösen an dem Menschen
zusehen ...
Getruckt zu Brämen, in verlegung Erhard Berbers Buchhändler. 1649. First edition in German. 12mo (8 x 13.5cm) [24],
284pp., verso of title-page with small ink stamp: “Bibliotheca Ducalis Gothana. 1799” (dispersed), very good in contemporary plain vellum.

First edition, very rare, of the first translation into German of Icon animorum (1614) by the Franco-Scottish
neo-Latin writer John Barclay (1582-1621), known for his Euphormionis Lusinini Satyricon (1603?-1607) and
Argenis (1621). Barclay’s focus in this book was on the delineation, often in unflattering terms, of his ideas
concerning the national characteristics of the citizens of various European nations, with sections including
discussion of the French, English, Scottish, Irish, Dutch, Italians, Spanish, Hungarians, Poles, Muscovites,
Turks and Jews. The first English translation from the Latin had been published as The mirrour of mindes, or,
Barclay’s Icon animorum (London, 1631). Printed at Bremen, this German translation, also from the original
Latin, was made by Johann Seyfert of Ulm, “Schwedischen Feldt Pastorn.” Given the inclusion of discussion
of the German national character it is unsurprising that the work was popular in Germany, with several
editions following later in the seventeenth century, including another printed at Bremen under the title:
Spiegel Menschlicher Gemüths Neigungen ... (Bremen, 1660).
Not in VD17. OCLC lists 1 copy only (Universität Göttingen). No copy in British Library or National
Library of Scotland. No copy traced in America.
£3500
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FINANCIAL INNOVATION IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANKFURT

16. [FRANKFURT.] Dess
Heil.
Reichs
Statt
Frankfurt am Mayn,
Erneüerte Ordnüng, In
Wechsel
–
und
Kauffmanns
–
Geschäfften.
[Frankfurt.] Getruckt im Jahr
MDCLXVI. [1666.] First
edition. Folio (21.5 x 33.5cm)
[8]pp., title-page with woodcut
arms of Frankfurt, a few contemporary ink annotations, uncut &
unbound as issued, outer
bifolium starting at foot of sheet
along spine fold, very good.

First edition of this scarce
and important printed
ordinance containing new
regulations for bills of
exchange and financial transactions
for
merchants
trading in the city of
Frankfurt, one of the
foremost German centres of
commerce. The
rules
outlined here in twenty
points and passed in the city
senate on 18 September
1666 are considered to have
had considerable influence in
developing
Frankfurt’s
position as a European
financial centre.

On account of the financial disorder caused by fraudulent abuse of bills of exchange at the Frankfurt trade
fairs and the resulting negative impact of protracted legal disputes, the senate of the city of Frankfurt
decided to enact these new regulations. They include measures concerning the granting of power of
attorney and increased requirements for the keeping of records of the names of the actual operators of
specific companies. Bills of exchange must state clearly who is authorised to deal with them. Bills of
exchange issued during fairs have to make clear how long they are valid. Disputes about bills of exchange
or cases of non-acceptance or non-payment must be settled before notaries, with the party at fault then
paying the legal cost. The regulations further standardise the rules concerning bills of exchange in different
currencies and the setting of exchange rates. The last section deals with bankruptcy and bills of exchange.
Perhaps the most significant change was permitting bills of exchange to be endorsed. This allowed the
holder of a bill to endorse it in favour of a creditor for the clearance of his own debts. This new trasferability then created the possibility of bills of exchange being traded as financial instruments, influencing the
development of the nascent Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Open throughout the year, the independent Börse
began to challenge the primacy of the old fair-based financial system of the Messe (see: Holtfrerich, CarlLudwig, Frankfurt as a financial centre: from medieval trade fair to European banking centre, Munich:
Beck, 1999, p.103).
Not in Kress or Goldsmiths’. VD17 lists 4 copies (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; Darmstadt, Universitäts-und
Landesbibliothek; Göttingen, Niedersächsische Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek; Wolfenbüttel, HerzogAugust-Bibliothek). OCLC adds 1 copy (Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian Senckenberg, Frankfurt).
£2500

Rare Books

SIXTEENTH CENTURY FRANKFURT FAIR CONTRACT

17. [FRANKFURT.] [Contract between the Saalhof, Frankfurt, and Georg Laubengeier,
merchant in Hamburg.]
[Frankfurt, 17 September 1590.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (20.5 x 33cm) [4] pages of text in German (penned
on first 2 leaves of 2 bifolia), p. [4] with signatures of Georg Laubengeier and an official signing on behalf of the Saalhof,
with two related embossed seals stamped on pasted-on paper slip, a few small stains to 2 blank leaves at end, verso of
final blank leaf with some dust marking, overall in a very good state of preservation.

A scarce example of a sixteenth century contract for a merchant trading at the Frankfurt fairs, this
document dated 17 September 1590 records the leasing for 16 years by a Hamburg merchant named Georg
Laubengeier of an exhibition space at the Saalhof on the occasion of the Easter and Autumn fairs. During
this period the Saalhof building was used as a market for foreign cloth trading by merchants from northern
Europe, in particular the Low Countries and England. During the second half of the sixteenth century the
Frankfurt trade fairs remained one of the most important international mercantile events in early modern
Europe.
£2250
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FOUNDATION OF THE MIDDELBURG WISSELBANK

18. [MIDDELBURG.] Ordonnantie vande Wisselbancke, binnen Middelburgh in Seelandt.
[Middelburg, 1616.] Gepublijceert ... vanden Stadthuyse opden xxviii. Aprillis 1616. First edition. Broadside. Oblong
folio (approx. 46 x 35cm) text printed in 3 columns framed by borders of type ornaments, negligible wear along old
central vertical fold (strengthened along blank verso), small marginal stain & two small areas of marginal fraying not
touching text, very good with large margins, uncut.

This broadside records the rules instituted at the foundation of the Middelburg Wisselbank in 1616 which
followed the first Dutch wisselbank (exchange bank) founded at Amsterdam in 1609. Flourishing Dutch
trade at the start of the seventeenth century catalysed the financial innovations of these exchange banks,
which were intended to counteract financial fraud and inconsistencies in currency exchange by offering
a regulated and centralised banking service allowing merchants to deposit and withdraw gold and silver
coinage. The Middelburg Wisselbank opened on 1 May 1616, the cashiers being named on the broadside
as “Daniel de la Rüe” and “Ioos Heyns.” The regulations are listed on the sheet in 25 points, including rules
concerning which coinage which will be accepted, currency exchange, depositing and withdrawal.
English currency is also mentioned (“Engelsche vijf stuyvers”). One of the most important features of
these banks, in which they differed from Italian banks, was that they accepted endorsed bills of exchange,
allowing more flexibility in mercantile finance, this system being adopted Europe-wide over the following
century. Of the utmost rarity, this broadside is an early and significant document for the history of the
development of modern banking.
Not in Kress or Goldsmiths’. OCLC lists 1 copy only (Zeeuwse Bibliotheek Middelburg).

£2500

Rare Books

DUTCH MERCHANTS IN THE EAST INDIES

19. [VAN GOENS, Rijcklof.] [Accounting sheet recording purchases of silk and other goods
by Frerich Jacobsen van Woerden.]
“Casteel Batavia” [Dutch East Indies.] 7 December 1646. Manuscript, ink on single sheet of paper (approx. 41 x 16.5cm)
in Dutch, signed at foot by Rijcklof van Goens & “Jacob Cannin”, old central vertical fold, small filing hole, verso penned
with contemporary manuscript docket title, very good.

Dated 7 December 1646 this manuscript accounting sheet was penned in Batavia Castle (“Casteel Batavia”),
the administrative centre of Dutch East India Company mercantile activity, located in what is now Jakarta
on the Indonesian island of Java. It records purchases including silk blankets and buttons by a Dutch
merchant named Frerich Jacobsen van Woerden. Two signatures are penned at the foot of the sheet. The
first, “Jacob Cannin,” is perhaps the same Jacob Canyn recorded as commander in 1627 of the Dutch West
India Company colony on the Essequibo River in Guiana in South America. The second is of particular
interest, being an early example of the signature of Rijcklof van Goens (1619-1682), a merchant who
became one of the most important Dutch officials in the East Indies during the seventeenth century. Van
Goens arrived in Batavia in 1629, his merchant uncle having been in the East Indies since 1624. Rising
through the mercantile hierarchy he held the post of governor of Ceylon between 1659 and 1672, being
appointed governor-general of the Dutch East India Company from 1678 to 1681.
£950
PORT OF AMSTERDAM IN GOLDEN AGE OF DUTCH TRADE

20. [AMSTERDAM.] Waerschouwinge. De gecommitteerde raden ter admiraliteyt
residerende binnen Amsterdam ... alhoewel de groote lasten die in dese bekommerlicke
tijden ghedragen moeten werden, tot de equipagie van vele extraordinaris schepen, om te
defenderen ende protegeren de commercie deser landen,
over zee gedreven werdende ...
[Amsterdam, 1652.] Broadside ordinance. Folio (approx. 31 x 42cm) woodcut
arms of admiralty of Amsterdam, small closed tear at margin with no loss of text,
very faint waterstain at blank upper margin, very good.

This large broadside ordinance issued 15 February 1652 lists regulations issued by the Admiralty of Amsterdam for the operation of the
port of Amsterdam. In the mid-seventeenth century during the Dutch
Golden Age Amsterdam was perhaps the foremost mercantile port in
the world. The measures listed here, to be observed by traders and
shippers loading and unloading their vessels in Amsterdam harbour,
were instituted principally to control the evasion of taxes and duties.
Amongst the topics covered are bills of lading, naval passports, and the
various rules for different sizes of ship.

OCLC lists 2 copies of a contemporaneous quarto edition
(Koninklijke Bibliotheek; Vlaamse Erfgoedbibliotheek), but we have
not traced a copy of this broadside version.
£450
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AMSTERDAM STOCK MARKET INTEREST CALCULATOR

21. LE MOINE DE L’ESPINE, Jacques. Nieuw interest-boek, van 1 ½ . 1 ¾. 2. 2 ¼. 2 ½. 2 ¾.
3. 3 ¼. 3 ½. 3 ¾. 4. 5. en 6 per cento in’t jaar, by dagen en maanden, in verscheide tafels
door additie. Seer dienstig en bequaam voor alle heeren en kooplieden, om de
voornoemde intersten te vinden ... Nouveau livre d’interest ... Fort utile a tous marchands
& autres qui donnent a deposito.
A Amsterdam, chez Jochem van Dyck, pres la Maison de Ville. [1687.] First edition. 8vo (10 x 17cm) [10], 44, 99,
[1]pp., including additional engraved title-page, small closed marginal tear to one leaf, very good in original plain
Dutch vellum, spine with old paper label, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this interest calculator for Amsterdam brokers and merchants. Complied by
Jacques le Moine de l’Espine (d.1696), art dealer, mathematician and writer on mercantile subjects, it
offers numerical tables displaying the interest to be paid on different sums of money (1 to 10,000 gulden)
accumulated between days (1 to 30) and months (1 to 14) at different rates of interest (ranging between
1 ½ and 6 percent). The dedication by the bookseller Jochem van Dyck is addressed to the gentlemen
of the Dutch East India Company. The additional engraved title-page bears a fine depiction of a mercantile
counting house with the Amsterdam Stock Exchange in the background. In the 1680s the Amsterdam
Stock Exchange was the most advanced financial centre in Europe. What is considered the first book on
the operation of stock markets was published in Amsterdam in the following year, Joseph de la Vega’s
Confusion de confusiones ... (Amsterdam, 1688). Similar interest books did not proliferate in London until
the first decade of the eighteenth century. Among the earliest comparable English examples can be
counted A compleat pocket-book containing tables of interest (London, [1694?]) and John Castaing’s An interestbook at 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 per C. (London, 1700).
Hoogendorn MOI 01-1; Bierens de Haan, 3297. Not in Kress or Goldsmiths’.

£950
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“JACOBUS II FUGITIVUS REX BRITANNIÆ”

22. [SCHENCK, Pieter.] Jacobus II
Fugitivus Rex Britanniæ &c
P. Schenck fecit et exc Amstelodamo cum privile:
[c.1690.] Print, mezzotint (sheet approx. 15 x
19.5cm, platemark 13.2 x 18.4cm) small early
ink inscription at head in margin “Jacob II”,
faint old ink inscription at foot of sheet in
margin “234”, blank verso with some old
adhesions at tips of corners, very good.
A very good example of this scarce Dutch
mezzotint portrait of king James II of
England (1633-1701). Depicted c.1690
after his flight to France after the Glorious
Revolution as a “fugitive king,” in armour,
the accompanying Dutch verse describes
his state of destitution. This mezzotint was
engraved and published by the Amsterdam
printmaker Pieter Shenck (1660-1719).
For a similar print published in
Amsterdam by Jacob Gole (1660-c.1724),
see: BM 1902,1011.7556.
£450

ART DEALER & PRINTSELLER IN MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT

23. [PLACE, Francis.] Richard
Thompson.
[London, c.1693?] G. Soust pinxit. I Smith
excudit. F. Place fecit. Print, mezzotint (sheet
approx. 21.5 x 27.3cm, platemark approx. 21 x
26.5cm) some light wear at margins, very good.

This mezzotint portrait depicts the
London art dealer and printseller Richard
Tompson (d.1693). In addition to
publishing prints, in particular mezzotints,
he is also credited, in partnership with
Alexander Browne (d.1706), with organising the first regular art auctions in
London, beginning in 1678. After a
painting by the London-based Dutch artist
Gilbert Soest, this print is a fine example
of the virtuosity of the printmaker Francis
Place (1647-1728), an early pioneer in the
medium of mezzotint. Published by the
engraver John Smith (1652-1743), this is
an example of the third state of this print,
the two earlier states both bearing the
imprint of Pierce Tempest (1653-1717).
Chaloner Smith 1883 13.III.
£650
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HOLLAR’S HONEST CAT COPIED

24. [HOLLAR, Wenceslaus,
after] [Head of a cat.]
[England?, c.1700?] Etching (sheet
approx. 15.5 x19.5cm; platemark
approx. 13.4 x 17.4cm) small tear at
lower margin not affecting printed
image, a few small creases & negligible
foxing, very good.

A rare copy, in reverse, of the
celebrated etching of the head of a
cat made by Wenceslaus Hollar
(1607-1677) in 1646. At this time
Hollar was living in Antwerp, having
travelled there from England in
1644. The original print included
text in both Czech and German,
translating approximately as “this is a
good cat, it does not steal.”

Pennington lists several different
copies of the original print
(Pennington 2109), but the present
example is not listed and appears to
be unrecorded.
£750
GEORGIAN DUBLIN SUPPLIED WITH CARPETS

25. [DUBLIN.] Carpet and blanket ware-house. John Lawless, woollen-draper No. 2,
Hight-street, Dublin, has a large and choice assortment of the following articles, which
he is determined to sell by wholesale and retail for the smallest profit ...
[Dublin, printed c.1780.] Handbill. 4to (16 x 18.5cm) letterpress text, with invoice in manuscript penned at foot
made out to “The Rt. Hon.ble Lord V.t Kenmare” and signed “25 May 1780 Jn Lawless”, verso with contemporary
docket title in manuscript, old folds, light toning at margins, very good.
A scarce example of an eighteenth century
Dublin handbill, this sheet advertises the
“carpet and blanket ware-house” of the
prominent “woollen-draper” John Lawless
(d.c.1795): “best superfine English and
Irish cloaths ... forest and hunters cloaths
... Wilton and beaver druggets ... flower’d
Dutch and striped velvets ... silk and
worsted stocking-webs ... Florentine and
corded silks ... jeans and pillow-fustians ...
English, Irish, Swedish, Scotch, Turkey,
Persian, Brussels and Wilton carpets and
carpeting, also the much admired
Axminster carpets ...” Penned at the foot of
the sheet is an invoice dated 25 May 1780
for various different types of cloth made
out to Thomas Browne, 6th Baronet & 4th
Viscount Kenmare (1726 - 1795).
£450

FISHING TACKLE WAREHOUSE IN REGENCY LONDON

26. [FISHING.] George Gimber,
new and old net warehouse, no.
10, Crooked Lane, London.
E. Abraham, printer, Clement’s Lane,
London. [c.1817]. Handbill.4to (22.5 x
28cm) negligible old folds, very good.
A rare record of Regency-era fishing
tackle, this handbill lists items sold by
George Gimber at his “new and old
net warehouse, no. 10, Crooked
Lane, London.” All manner of nets,
rods, lines and hooks are listed:
“Seine, drag and stub nets, ready
made up ... silk & thread minnow
casting nets ... bait nets ... trawl nets
and irons ... eel stop nets ... artificial
flys ... fish baskets ... brass reels ...
fishing rods ... for trolling, fly fishing,
bottom fishing, snap fishing ... deep
water lines ... twine for making nets
... salmon flies ... pearl minnows ...
artificial baits ... harpoons ... eel
spears ... pocket books for fly tackle
... minnow kettles ... floats of
various sorts ... bait boxes ...”
Not traced in OCLC.

£750

DUBLIN PRINT & LOOKING GLASS MANUFACTORY

27. [DUBLIN.] Bought of Ja.s
Del Vecchio at his Print and
looking glass manufactory, No.
26 Westmoreland Street.
Dublin.Engrav’d by P. Maguire. [c.1815.]
Invoice sheet (23.5 x 19.5cm) with large
stipple-engraved billhead (platemark 21.3
x 13.2cm) at head of sheet, the sheet
unusued, very good.
Dateable to c.1815, the large stippleengraved billhead here advertises the
Dublin “print and looking glass
manufactory” of the Italian immigrant
James Del Vecchio at “26
Westmoreland Street.” Founded
c.1790, the business, specialising in
frames and mirrors, was continued by
his son of the same name into the
middle of the nineteenth century. The
engraver of this design was Patrick
Maguire (fl. 1783-1820), known in
particular for producing book illustrations.
£350
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RIVER ROTHER SURVEYING PROJECTS

28. [RYE.] The case of the owners of the Upper-Levels: relating to a bill depending in
Parliament, about the harbour of Rye.
[London, 1702?] Broadside. Folio (32 x41cm) [1]p., a few wormholes, verso with some light dustiness along old folds,
printed docket title to verso. [TOGETHER WITH]

[RIVER ROTHER.] An estimate of the expence of imbanking the channel from the Five
Waterings, and White Kemp Sluices to below Fisher’s Bridge ...
[London, 1786?] Broadside. Folio. (30.5 x 39cm) [1]p., title taken from printed docket title to verso, old folds, very
good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[RAND, Cater.] Report on a viewed survey of that part of the river Rother and levels
through which it runs, from and between the lands situate above Newenden-Bridge ...
[Coleman, printer, Rye.] [1812?] Folio (20 x 32cm) 3pp., on bifolium, verso of second leaf with printed docket title,
old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]
[RENNIE, John.] The report of John Rennie, Esq. on view of the Upper Levels, & c.
[Coleman, printer, Rye.] [1812.] Folio (24.5 x 36.5cm) 3pp., title from printed docket title on verso of second leaf,
old folds, very good.

Four rare items concerning surveys and projects relating to the River Rother and Rye harbour from 1702
to 1812. One of the reports here from 1812 was draw up by the Lewes polymath Cater Rand (1749-1825),
schoolmaster, bookseller and surveyor. Another from 1812 bears the name of the Scottish civil engineer
John Rennie (1761-1821).
I. ESTC lists 1 copy only (British Library); Hanson 225. II. Not in ESTC. III. Not in OCLC. IV. OCLC lists
1 copy only (British Library).
£650
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SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM LOWESTOFT TO LONDON

29. DISTON, John. Instructions for ships sailing out of the sea and along shore from
Lowestoft to London.
London, printed for J. Mount and T. Page, on Tower-Hill. [1769?] First edition. 4to (15.5 x 19cm) 16pp., paper with
light even toning, title-page with 3 nineteenth century ink stamps (deaccessioned from “Marinens Bibliothek”: Danish
Royal Navy Library), twentieth century cloth-backed marbled boards, front board with title stamped in gilt, light wear
to extremities.

Apparently unrecorded, these directions for ships sailing between Lowestoft and London were the work
of John Diston, “pilot from Trinity-House, London, and master of a small sloop, 1769”. He offers
detailed information on depths and significant natural features along the coasts of Suffolk, Essex and
Kent. Specific headings include: “Directions to sail out of Oaseley-Bay up along shore, over the Nase and
Spitway ... Directions for Golderman’s Gateway ... Directions for sailing into Harwich ... Directions for
sailing in St. Nicholas Gateway.” Of particular interest is the topographic and hydrographic information
tabulated under the title: “The condition of sands, banks, rocks, shelfs and shoals, whether dry or what
water on them at Low-water, with the common flow of water on them in feet, and the time of highwater at full and change ...”

Not traced in ESTC, OCLC or Adams & Waters. We have not been able to locate another copy: apparently unrecorded.

£650
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GEORGIAN TIMBER TRADE AT PORT OF SUNDERLAND

30. [RUSSELL & ALLAN.] [Accounting ledger of Sunderland timber merchants Russell
and Allan.]
[Sunderland, 1781-c.1790.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (25 x 37cm) [1], 375, [1] leaves, lower halves of 2
leaves torn (ff.265-66), internally very good in contemporary reverse calf, joints cracked but boards remaining
firmly attached, binding rubbed with some loss of leather to back board & extremities of boards & spine.

This substantial volume contains the manuscript accounting ledger of a firm of Georgian timber
merchants named Russell & Allan, trading in the northeastern English port of Sunderland. The period
covered, recording close to a decade of mercantile activity, runs from 1781 to c.1790. The information
contained here includes the quantities and prices of timber (“raff ”) sold by the business, and the names,
locations and occupations of their customers: “The Right Honble Thomas Lyon ... Messrs. Wade &
Hutton fitters Sunderland ... Rich. Monkhouse joiner Sunderland ... The Rt. Worshipful the Dean &
Chapter of Durham ... Rob. Greaves joiner Bishop Auckland ... Messrs Wade & Comy Waldridge Moor
Coll[ier]y ... Wm. Russell Esqr Compy. Glasshouses ... Wm. Brown carpenter ... Mr John Markham
roper Sundeland ... The Rt. Honble Earl of Scarborough ... The Com.rs of the river Wear ... Mr.
Robert Turner cabinet maker ... Mrs Isobel Thompson brewer ... Mr. Thomas Hardcastle boat builder
... Mr Chismond sailmaker ... Mr John Vaux glazier ...” Much of the timber imported into Sunderland
in the eighteenth century was shipped from the Baltic.
£950
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WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF FELTMAKERS

31.
[FELTMAKER.]
[Apprenticeship indenture
recording “that Richard
Crafton son of Richard
Crafton of Leadenhall Street
London citizen and feltmaker
doth put himself apprentice
to the said Richard Crafton
his father ... to learn his art
and mystery ...”]
London, 11 April 1768. Printed
apprenticeship indenture, single sheet of
vellum (approx. 20.5 x 15.5cm)
printed form completed in manuscript,
woodcut arms at head, contemporary
impressed blue paper tax stamp, old
folds, very good.

This printed apprenticeship indenture on vellum records Richard Crafton, citizen and feltmaker of
Leadenhall Street London, taking as an apprentice for seven year his son of the same name, beginning 11
April 1768. The form details stipulations including that the young Crafton “shall not play at cards, dice-tables,
or any other unlawful games ... he shall not haunt taverns or playhouses ...” The coat of arms of the London
livery company The Worshipful Company of Feltmakers is printed at the top of the sheet. Incorporated in
1604, members of the company were occupied in the manufacture of felt hats. Felt was produced from
animal furs including beaver and rabbit.
£350
NORTH AMERICAN BEAVER PELTS FELTED FOR FINE HATS

32. [BEAVER.] ... Bought of
Dymoke & Wells, hatters, at
the Crown in Fenchurch
Street.
London. [8 December 1762.] Invoice
headed by engraved billhead, single
sheet (21.5 x 16.5cm) completed in
manuscript in ink, old folds, small
marginal tear, very good.

Dated 8 December 1762 this
invoice records the purchase by a
“Mr. Turner” from the London
hatters Dymoke & Wells of
Fenchurch Street of two “fine
beaver” hats, both “lynd [with]
silk” and a “deal box”, a hatbox of
softwood. During the eighteenth
century the majority of beaver
pelts imported to England originated in North America and were
traded through the Hudson’s Bay
Company. Beaver hats were
manufactured from beaver fur
that had been prepared by the
process of felting.
£450
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Rare Books

EAST INDIA COMPANY SHIPS SAILING TO INDIA & CHINA

33. [EAST INDIA COMPANY.] Proceedings relative to ships tendered for the service of the
United East-India Company, from the first of January, 1780, to the thirty-first of March,
1791; with an appendix.
[London, 1791.] First edition. Folio (24 x 36cm) [4], 481, [1]; 680pp., very good in contemporary tree calf, boards
edged with gilt floral roll, flat spine richly gilt with floral and Greek key rolls, marbled pastedowns, joints sometime
strengthened imperceptibly, large red leather label titled in gilt, wear to spine and extremities but binding remaining
appealing and sound.

First edition, rare, of this voluminous printed record of “proceedings relative to ships tendered for the
service of the United East-India Company, from the first of January, 1780, to the thirty-first of March,
1791.” An introductory leaf printed after the title-page explains the genesis of this substantial tome:

“At a General Court of the United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East-Indies, held at
their house in Leadenhall Street, on Thursday the 31st of March, 1791, at 12 o’Clock at Noon. The
Deputy Chairman acquainted the Court, that it was summoned on special affairs, to take into consideration the following motion made at the last Court, viz. That there be laid before this Court, copies of all
proposals for receiving tenders for building ships for the East-India Company, and of letting ships for hire
to the East-India Company, from 1st of January, 1780, to this present time, with the answers and resolutions of Committees and Courts thereon; together with the price agreed to be given for the hire of ships
in each of the said years, according to their respective destinations; and also of any agreements or resolutions of the Court, or Committe of Directors, which may have been made respecting any or all of the Old
Ship Owners, on the subject of Shipping, during the said period. And the question on the said motion
being put, and seconded, the same passed in the affirmative. A motion was then made, that the papers
mentioned in the proceeding motion should be printed, for the information of the Proprietors, and the
question thereon being put, it passed in the affirmative ...”

Numbering over one thousand pages in total, this volume offers a compendious overview of the
management of East India Company shipping to India, China and beyond between 1780 and 1791,
including information on ships, captains, records of East India Company meetings, maintenance of
vessels, insurance and itemised costs of shipbuilding.

ESTC locates 4 copies only (Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Royal Asiatic Society Library, London;
State Library of New South Wales; University of Western Australia Library). OCLC adds 4 copies
(National Maritime Museum UK (defective); Bibliothèque nationale de France; Boston Athenæum
Library; University of Minnesota Library).
£3500
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Rare Books

CHART OF THE SHETLANDS WITH SAILING DIRECTIONS

34. LØVENØRN, Poul de. Description of a new improved chart of the Islands of Shetland to
which are annexed three copper plates with the appearances of the land and a special chart of
Valey-Sound, a harbour on that coast published from the Royal Danish marine archives for
draughts and charts ...
Copenhagen, printed for Frideric William Thiele. [1787]. First edition. 4to (20 x 25.5cm) 12pp., with engraved chart and 3
engraved plated (2 folding) title with two small ink stamps indicating deaccession from “Marinens Bibliothek” (Danish Royal
Navy Library), one leaf with early nineteenth century marginal annotation in ink, a very good copy in contemporary patterned
paper wrappers, light wear to extremities.

Bound in contemporary patterned paper wrappers, this is an appealing copy of a rare sailing guide to the
Shetland Isles. Poul de Løvernørn (1751-1826) “Adjutant-General, Captain-Lieutenant, and Director of the
Archives” of the Danish Navy explains his reasons for publication: “On an expedition in the Northern seas last
year, I had the opportunity to make several observations, in passing by the Islands of Shetland; and having found
them so wrongly and differently placed, as to latitude and longitude, in all the usual sea-charts, and likewise
greatly disfigured, I thought it important to publish the present improved one ...” His navigational commentary
accompanies an engraved chart and three engraved plates of coastal profiles which are captioned in Danish and
were also issued with a contemporaneous Danish text edition, similarly rare: Beretning om et forbedret kaart over de
Hetlandske Öer ... (Copenhagen, 1787). De Løvernørn produced also: Sailing directions for the Kattegat ...
(Copenhagen, 1800).
ESTC lists 1 copy only (Oxford Bodleian). OCLC adds 5 copies (Cornell University; University of Glasgow;
Danish Union Catalogue (2 copies?); Haagse Defensiebibliotheek;). Adams & Waters 2359.
BALTIC TRADE WITH NORTHERN ENGLAND

£1250

35. [TRADE.] Port Hull, no.16. Imports, from the 16th of April, to the 30th of April,1774 … [with]
Exports.
[Hull, 1774.] Broadside bill of entry. Folio (25 x 34.5cm) [1] page, two small holes (not affecting text) at head of sheet, old
folds, a little even dustiness, uncut, unbound as issued.

Listing goods imported to and exported from the northern English
sea port of Hull, this rare example of a provincial eighteenth
century printed bill of entry runs from “16th of April, to the 30th
of April,1774”. Hull had long-standing mercantile connections
with the Baltic. Exports listed here include “ironmongers ware ...
iron plates tinn’d ... cotton stuffs ... lead shott ... woollen drapery
... ale ... saddles ...” For example, the trading house of Wilberforce
& Smith are recorded as exporting “12,000 pieces earthenware” to
the Baltic port of Königsberg, now Kaliningrad, a Russian enclave
between Poland and Lithuania. St. Petersburg, Genoa, Riga,
Ostend, Virginia and Amsterdam are among the other ports to
which Hull exports were being shipped. The imports this week
consisted primarily of “Portugal wine” from Oporto and timber
from Norway. Furnished with data from customhouse records, bills
of entry were printed first in London at the end of the sixteenth
century and around the second quarter of the eighteenth century
began to be printed in English provincial ports. Despite the large
numbers produced, very few examples of this kind of early
business newspaper have survived.
We have been unable to trace any comparable examples of Hull
bills of entry in ESTC; for an overview of the history of English
bills of entry, see: John J. McCusker, Essays in the economic history of
the Atlantic world, London, 1997, pp.101-102.
£350
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ENGLISH VERSES IN EPIGRAM BOOK FOR GERMAN ALBUM WRITERS

36. [STAMMBÜCHER.] Dewisen für Stammbücher. In
deutscher, lateinischer, französischer, italischer, und
englischer Sprache.
Donauwerth, bey Joh. G. Brunner. 1795. Second edition. 8vo (10 x
15.5cm) 120pp., marginal foxing, contemporary patterned paper boards,
paper worn in places at spine but binding sound, light wear to extremities.

A rare little book of epigrams intended for German writers
penning manuscript entries in their Stammbücher. These were
small albums, often finely bound, usually in oblong 8vo size, in
which friends would pen short, often poignant, entries, in prose
or verse, and draw vignettes on Romantic or picturesque
themes. Anton Ernst Klausing’s revision of Theodor Arnold’s
Deutsch-Englisches Worterbuch (Leipzig, 1792) defines a Stammbüch
as: “a scholar’s remembrance book of his friends”. The main body
of this book offers German epigrams, however there are also
sections offering verses in Latin, French, Italian, and English:
“Soon fades the rose: once past the fragrant houre; The loiterer
finds a bramble for a flow’r ... ”

Not in ESTC. OCLC lists 2 copies only (Herzogin Anna Amalia
Bibliothek; Universität Göttingen). The first edition (Stuttgart,
1794) is similarly rare.
£450

ELEGANT CONVERSATION IN ENGLISH & GERMAN

37. MINNER, John Martin. English and German
dialogues adapted to the style of polite and elegant
conversation for social life. In imitation of those of
Beauval ... Englisch-Deutsche Gespräche ...
Printed in Francfort on the Mayn for Henry Lewis Brönner [Gedruckt bey
Carl Ludwig Brede in Offenbach.] 1813. 3 parts bound in 1. First
edition. 8vo (11 x 17cm) [4], 158, 164, 157, [3]pp., each section with
facing title-pages in English and German, a few contemporary ink
annotations, very good in contemporary sponge-painted grey boards,
rubbed with some wear to extremities but sound.

First edition of this rare Frankfurt-printed guide to elegant
conversation in English and German. The author, Johann Martin
Minner, “master of languages” was inspired by Dialogues pour la
vie sociale (Dresden, 1808?) by François Beauval. The emphasis is
very much on matters that would have been of use to the middle
and upper classes, with titles of dialogues including: “with a
book-binder ... with a dentist ... preparations for a journey ...
walk into the country ... conversation with a ladies-taylor ...
walk before dinner ... on dancing ... with the dancing-master ...
proposal to go to a painter’s ... on marriage and family affairs ...
with the physician ...”
OCLC lists 5 copies only (Yale University; University of
Virginia; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Bibliothek für
Bildungsgeschichtliche Forschung, Berlin; Bibliotheek
Universiteit van Amsterdam). Not traced in British Library
catalogue.
£450

“ENGLISCHE GRAMMATICK FÜR DIE DEUTSCHEN”

38. BACHMAIR, Johann Jakob. Johann Jacob
Bachmairs Neue Englische Grammatick für die
Deutschen, um Englisch zu lernen. Durch neue
Zusätze vermehrt und verbessert von Hinrich Jacob
Woll.
Hamburg, in der Heroldschen Buchhandlung. 1782. Second edition? 8vo
(10.5 x 17.5cm) 443, [1]pp., flyleaf with German ownership
inscription dated 1788, very good in contemporary plain sheep, spine
with gilt-titled red leather label, marbled pastedowns, light wear to
extremities.

This rare English grammar for German speakers was printed in
the northern German port city of Hamburg in 1782. Enlarged
and improved by Hinrich Jacob Woll, it is based on an English
grammar by Johann Jakob Bachmair (d.1778), first published as
Neue englische Grammatike (London, 1753). In addition to the
grammar there are sections containing familiar phrases, idioms,
proverbs, dialogues and sample mercantile letters, all in English
and German, and a vocabulary.
Not in ESTC. Alston II, 409 (“much additional material incorporated in this edition”). British Library holds a microfilm copy
only.
£650

ENGLISH MISCELLANY FOR GERMANS INCLUDES AMERICAN STUDIES

39. EBELING, Christoph Daniel. Vermischte Aufsatze in
englischer Prose hauptsächlich zum Besten derer welche
diese Sprache in Rücksicht auf bürgerliche Geschäfte
lernen wollen ...
Hamburg bei den Gebrüdern Herold. 1789. Fifth edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm)
xii, 333pp., half-title (in English), very good in contemporary calf, spine in
compartments with gilt-ruled raised bands, floral tools, original leather label
titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

Printed in the northern German port city of Hamburg in 1789, this
miscellany of English extracts bears an introduction in German by
the editor Christoph Daniel Ebeling (1741-1817), professor of
history and Greek at Hamburg. Ebeling seems to have prepared the
book as a reader to improve the knowledge of his German students
in both English and geography. His special interest in American
studies is in evidence in his selection of the more than thirty
different extracts here, with titles including: “View of the climate,
trade and soil of Barbados ... Remarks on the present state of the
trade of Massachusets-Bay ... Bancroft’s Description of Berbice,
Demerary and Essequebo ... ” Among the literary selections are
offered: “Smollet’s satirical description of London and Bath ... Some
chapters out of Fielding’s Tom Jones ... Gulliver’s voyage to Liliput
and Brobdignac ...” After Ebeling‘s death his substantial library, rich
in books relating to America, was purchased by the merchant Israel
Thorndike (1755-1832) who donated it to Harvard University. First
printed in 1773, all editions appear to be rare.
Not in ESTC, which locates 2 copies only of the fourth edition
(Hamburg, 1784: British Library, Estonian Academy of Sciences).

£650

Rare Books
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TWENTY BILLS FROM GEORGIAN INNS

40. [INNS.] [Twenty
printed bills recording
visits to different inns.]
[c.1780-1841.]
Twenty
printed inn bills, including
both engraved and type-set
specimens, the majority with
manuscript annotations or
manuscript endorsements to
verso (sizes ranging from
approx. 11 x 11cm to approx.
12 x 18cm), occasional
marginal tears not touching
text, a few with old folds,
adhesions to verso, or some
negligible dustiness, overall
very good: Prince Walker, [Red
Lion Inn], Hounslow, W.
Darling fct. Great Newport St.
[London.] [c.1780]; From
White Almacks, [Bush Inn]
Stains, [c.1780]; Christopher
Liddell. Rusherford. Darlington
printed, by W. Appleton.
[1781]; W. Burnett, King’s
Head, Darlington [1785];
Chas.Wasse Blandford [1790];
Govey, 3 Mackerel & Bell, Mile
End
Road.
[London.]
[c.1790]; Post-House, Bagshot.
Benj.n Strange [1790]; T.
Ashford [The Bear]Newtown.
[1801]; Pratt’s London Inn,
Exeter. [c.1806]; George Inn,
Sunderland.
J.
Dewley.
[c.1810]; R. & J. Scott, King’s
Head Inn, Darlington. G.
Atkinson, printer, Darlington.
[c.1812]; R. & J. Scott, King’s
Head
Inn,
Darlington.
[c.1818]; Bedd Gelert Hotel, Carnarvonshire. A. Pritchard.Watton, printer, Shrewsbury Chronicle. [c.1820]; Hafod Arms
Hotel, Devil’s Bridge.Watton, printer, Shrewsbury Chronicle. [c.1820]; George Tyson, George and Dragon Inn, Penrith. J.
Allison, printer, Market-Place, Penrith. [1820.];Wright’s York Hotel, Marine Parade, Margate. Langley & Co. sc. Borough.
[1821];W. Porter, Golden Lion, Maryport. [1824]; Adams, Crown Inn, Northwich. Carnes, printer. [1824]; Keddey,Vittoria
Tavern, Hull. [1826]; Jane Errington, Blue Bell Inn, Alston. [1841].
This collection of twenty scarce British inn bills dating between c.1780 and 1841 are of interest as a record
of the sort of food, drink and other services on offer to travellers at the end of the Georgian era. Many have
a pre-printed list of drinks and services which provide insights into what was supplied regularly in any given
region at a specific time. Among the more unusual drinks listed are included “negus” (concocted from a
mixture of port, hot water and spices), punch and perry. The various services identified as possibilities include
such necessaries as “horses hay and corn,” “smith and farrier “rush lights” “tobacco and pipes” and “servant’s
eating and ale.” A variety of different decorative designs, both woodcut and engraved, many including a representation of the sign of the inn for which it was issued, are included here. Several of the bills also include the
imprint of the provincial printer that produced them.
£2500

Rare Books

MANAGING TENANTS & PROPERTIES IN GEORGIAN LONDON

41. [HARVEY, William.][Account book recording rental accounts and disbursements for
properties in Homerton, the Old South Sea House Estate and Tower Hill.]
[London, 1761-1776.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (24.5 x 37.5cm) [92] pages, with additional blanks at end, a few
patches of old waterstaining at inner margin not affecting legibility, contemporary sack-cloth binding, light wear to extremities.

This manuscript records rental accounts and disbursements between 1761 and 1775 for properties in
Homerton, the Old South Sea House Estate and Tower Hill, London, owned by William Harvey (1714-1763)
of Chigwell, MP for Essex, and his heirs. Of interest in particular here are records of residents on the Old
South Sea House estate which was well-positioned in the City of London, among them being listed Joseph
Mellish, Samuel Waldo, John Boissier, Stephen Tessier and Sir John Chapman. There are also a few commercial
rents, including a “warehouse & compting house” leased to Mr. [Mark?] Cramer. Much detail is recorded
concerning the costs of the annual maintainence of the properties, including taxes and bills for expenditure
on carpentry, bricklaying, glazing and plumbing. A representative example of an account book recording mideighteenth century residential property management in London.
£1250
LONDON PLAYING CARD MANUFACTURER

42. [PLAYING CARDS.] THOS. LEE, No. 106, Hatton
Garden London playing & message card
manufactory ...
[London, c.1810.] Trade card (9 x 6cm) stipple-engraved, very
good.

A rare example of a trade card for a playing card manufacturer, this stipple engraved example dateable to c.1810
depicts a putto painting at an easel in wooded parkland.We
have not been able to trace any information concerning the
proprietor Thomas Lee, whose “playing & message card
manufactory wholesale & for exportation” was located at
106 Hatton Garden in London.
£250
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ANNUITIES FUNDING WAR WITH FRANCE

43. [HAZARD & CO.] [Letter of attorney:] Five per
cent. annuities, 1797. Acceptance and dividends.
[addressed to Peter Symons of Plymouth merchant].
[London, 1 July 1799.] Printed letter of attorney. Folio (20 x 32) [1]
page printed on bifolium, partially completed by Hazard & Co., with
letter penned on recto of second leaf of bifolium signed “Hazard & Co”,
postally used: verso of second leaf with address panel penned to “Mr
Peter Symons merchant Plymouth”, old folds, very good.

This printed letter of attorney was sent 1 July 1799 by Thomas
Burne and Edward Warner, stockbrokers, of Hazard & Co,
London, to Peter Symons of Plymouth merchant. Had it been
completed and returned by Symons it would have appointed
them to handle transactions on his behalf in “five per cent.
annuities, 1797.” This was known as the “Loyalty Loan”, raised
in 1797 in order to finance war against France by An act for
raising the sum of eighteen millions by way of annuities.
£250
“AGENT TO THE PHOENIX FIRE-OFFICE”

44. [INSURANCE.] John Jackson, of Prescot, draper,
agent to the Phœnix Fire-Office, of London, for
insuring all kinds of property against loss by fire.
[Liverpool?, c.1810.] Trade card. (8 x 12cm) woodcut at head, letterpress text, very good.

Included on this card of c.1810 are “rates to be paid for every
£100” for the insurance against fire of “brick and tiled buildings
... timber or plaster & tiled buildings ... thatched buildings
with chimnies ... thatched barns and out-buildings ...”
£250
STAMP OFFICE LICENCE FOR TRADING IN LACE

45. [LACE.] Stamp Office. I [Robert Thorp the
younger of Alnwick ...] by virtue of the authority
granted to me by His Majesty’s Commissioners
appointed for managing the Stamp Duties ... hereby
grant licence ... unto [James Selby of Wooler ...] to
deal in thread lace of British manufacture ...
Printed by H.Teape,Tower-Hill, for His Majesty’s Stationary – Office.
[1807?] Printed certificate, single sheet of paper. Folio (24 x 36.5cm)
[2] pages, recto with manuscript completions dated 7 August 1807,
embossed “five shillings” tax stamp at head, old folds, very good.

By the turn of the nineteenth century The Stamp Office raised
revenue for the British state through taxing a multiplicity of
legal documents, licences and newspapers. Printed in London,
this official licence was issued in Northumberland 7 August
1807 to a merchant to “deal in thread lace of British
manufacture.” It bears an embossed “five shillings” tax stamp.
Printed on the verso are “extracts from an act of the 46th Geo.
III. for the better encouraging the manufacture of thread lace
in Great Britain.”
£350

MISSISSIPPI BANKING BOOM OF THE 1830S

Rare Books

46. [MISSISSIPPI.] United States of America. State of
Mississippi. Agreement and coupons relating to the
payment of the interest in London on the Mississippi
State Bond ... one thousand Dollars ...
[1833.] Printed “agreement” with 60 attached coupons (total sheet
dimensions approx. 25 x 45cm) printed docket title to verso, contemporary manuscript completions, old folds, light wear to extremities, very
good.

The coupons here were intended for detachment and presentation twice yearly in London or New York for the receipt of
interest payments on the Mississippi State Bond of 1833:
“whereas the state of Mississippi has engaged to pay half yearly,
at the Phenix Bank, in the city of New York, interest at the rate
of six per cent. per annum, on a Mississippi State Bond for one
thousand dollars ... to wit, thirty dollars on the 1st September,
and thirty dollars on the 1st March of each year, from the date
thereof until payment of the principal sum: it is agreed between
the president and directors of the said bank, and Thomas Wilson
and Co. of London that upon the requisition of the holder of the
above named bond ... being duly filed with the said Phenix
Bank, the said bank will ... remit the interest ... to the said
London house ...” Following the Mississippi boom years of the
mid 1830s, interest payments on the bond defaulted in 1841, it
being repudiated in 1853.
£350
LAND GRANT FOR FICTIONAL MOSQUITO COAST KINGDOM

47. [MACGREGOR, Gregor.] Poyaisian Land Grant ... Class F. No. [1001] ... Grant of 200
acres ...
Edinburgh, April [5th],1834. Certificate, printed on single sheet of paper. Folio (40.5 x 50cm) printed text in two
columns in English and French, engraved arms at head of sheet (repeated on blank verso), with manuscript signatures
of Gregor MacGregor at foot & three trustees (dated London 28 April 1834), negligible wear along old folds, very good.

This printed “certificate for a special grant of two hundred
acres of land” in the “Poyaisian Republic” was issued by the
Scottish soldier and adventurer Gregor MacGregor (17861845) and bears his signature dated Edinburgh 5 April 1834.
During the 1820s and 1830s MacGregor promoted the
settlement of and investment in a fictional central American
kingdom, the Poyaisian Republic, located on the Mosquito
Coast of modern Honduras. In 1820 approximately 8
million acres of land had been granted to MacGregor by
King George Frederick Augustus, King of the Mosquito
Indians. Through pamphlets, land grants and share issues,
this inhospitable territory, consisting largely of swampland
and jungle, was promoted by MagGegor to British investors
as a flourishing and developed kingdom replete with infrastructure, mineral wealth and a favourable climate. After
the disastrous failure of a colonization attempt in 1823 by
some two hundred settlers Macgregor was forced to flee to
Paris, however he continued to market his investment
schemes until retiring to Venezuela in 1838.
£450
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SKETCHES OF SYDNEY HARBOUR & PORT JACKSON STREETSCAPE

Rare Books

48. [SYDNEY.] ... Part of Fort Street. Port Jackson. Sydney.
[Sydney, c.1842.] Watercolour, sepia ink & wash over pencil on loose sheet of thick wove paper (22 x 14.5cm) verso
of sheet penned with contemporary ink annotations identifying sites depicted:“Berry’s House ... Capt. Browne’s House
... Landing place at Billy Blue’s ... Part of Fort Street. Port Jackson Sydney”, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[SYDNEY.] South Headland. Sydney.
[Sydney.] Dated on verso in ink manuscript “March 12 [18]42.” Watercolour, sepia ink & wash over pencil on loose
sheet of thick wove paper (21.8 x 14cm) verso of sheet with contemporary ink annotations:“South Headland. Sydney.
“Shew a light” ... ”, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[SYDNEY.] The North Head.
[Sydney, c.1842.] Watercolour, sepia ink & wash over pencil on loose sheet of thick wove paper (21.7 x 14.3cm)
verso of sheet penned with contemporary ink annotations: “The North Head – “Wot a nell of a ned!” exclaimed an
admiring cockney. M.A.M.”, very good.

These three watercolours were all drawn c.1842. Two display coastal views of ships at sea in Sydney
harbour, titled on the versos “South Headland. Sydney” and “The North Head.” Of particular interest
in displaying an early Sydney streetscape, the third watercolour depicts buildings along what appears
now to be part of Lower Fort Street, with a view across the harbour to Blue’s Point. Ink inscriptions
on the verso of the sheet, in addition to identifying the principal scene as “Part of Fort Street. Port
Jackson. Sydney” also identify several well-known sites shown in the distance on the North Shore:
“Berry’s House ... Capt. Browne’s House ... Landing place at Billy Blue’s.” The ink titles penned on the
versos of the two seascapes “Shew a light” and “Wot a nell of a ned!” exclaimed an admiring cockney,”
suggest that the artist was most probably an English mariner, perhaps identifiable by the initials M.A.M.
£2500

INUIT, NATIVE AMERICANS & SLAVES CONVERTED BY MORAVIAN MISSIONS

49. HOLMES, John. Historical sketches of the missions
of the United Brethren for propagating the Gospel
among the heathen, from their commencement to the
present time.
Dublin, printed by R. Napper. 1818. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) v, [3],
472pp., a very good, crisp copy in contemporary calf-backed marbled
boards, spine gilt-ruled with red morocco label titled in gilt, book label of
“Frances Viscountess Lorton [d.1841]”, negligible wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this important and substantial history of
the Moravian missions in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, including accounts of missionary activity amongst the
Inuit of Greenland and Labrador, and amongst several Native
American Indian tribes, including the Mohicans of New York
state, the Delaware of Pennsylvania and the Cherokee in
Georgia. Other missions include those in Suriname, amongst
slaves in the Danish West Indies and in Jamaica, Antigua, St. Kitt’s,
and also efforts in South Africa and Central Asia. The author was
the Moravian bishop John Beck Holmes (1767-1843), born in
Copenhagen as Johanes Holm, who after training at Barby taught
at the seminary at the Moravian community at Fulneck in Leeds.
This compendious volume was produced during his tenure as
“minister of the Brethren’s congregation in Dublin”, before his
ordination in 1825 as a bishop and return to Fulneck. A second
edition was printed at London in 1827. Sabin 32606.
£950
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NEWFOUNDLAND COD FISHING VOYAGE INSURED

50. [SHIPPING.] [Marine insurance policy
issued to Jean-Baptiste-Honoré Roux & Co. for
a fishing voyage from Saint Malo to the coast of
Newfoundland in search of cod.]
[Marseille, 4 April 1736.] Marine insurance policy. Folio (26.5
x 41cm) [1] page printed on recto of first leaf of bifolium, three
large woodcuts at head of sheet, completed in manuscript on
first [2] pages with additional endorsements on second leaf,
contemporary tax stamp: “Provence Extra Ordin”, some areas of
paper loss caused by ink burn (affecting a few words of
manuscript endorsements), old folds, some light even toning.

This rare French maritime insurance policy was issued to
the prominent Marseille mercantile company JeanBaptiste-Honoré Roux & Co., on the account of “Le
Chevalier Baillou de St. Malo,” François Baillon de
Blampignon (1669-1746), for a cod fishing voyage, the
ship Raphael, 22 cannons, 150 men, sailing from St.
Malo to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the coast of
Newfoundland (“ a la grand Baye ou autre lieu de la cotte
de terreneuve”). The three large woodcuts at the head of
the sheet depict the arms of Marseille, the French royal
arms and the Holy family. The printed text contains the
wording of the policy, with manuscript annotations
recording details of the ship and voyage, with further
manuscript endorsements recording the signatures and
sums insured by more than thirty different underwriters.
£750

VOYAGE FROM SAINT-DOMINGUE INSURED

51. [SHIPPING.] [Marine insurance policy
issued to Pierre-Honoré Roux for a voyage from
Saint-Domingue to Bordeaux.]
[Marseille, 8 January 1745.] Marine insurance policy. Folio
(24 x 39cm) [1] page printed on recto of first leaf of bifolium,
three large woodcuts at head of sheet, completed in manuscript
with additional manuscript docket title to verso of second leaf,
contemporary tax stamp: “Provence Extra Ordin”, second page
with annotations in manuscript (some underwriters contemporaneously scored out), small area of paper loss along tear from
ink burn at head of sheet (just touching foot of one woodcut),
old folds, some light toning.
This rare French maritime insurance policy was issued to
the prominent Marseille merchant Pierre-Honoré Roux
for a voyage by the ship l’Alcion de Cherbourg from
either Léogâne or Petit-Goâve, ports on the French
Caribbean colony of Saint-Domingue, to Bordeaux. The
three large woodcuts at the head of the sheet depict the
arms of Marseille, the French royal arms and the Holy
family. The printed text contains the wording of the
policy, with manuscript annotations recording details of
the ship and voyage.
£750
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FIRST HISTORY OF AFRO-CARIBBEAN DANCE

52. MOREAU DE SAINT-MÉRY, Médéric Louis Élie. De la danse.
A Parme. Imprimé par Bodoni. 1801. 16mo (8.5 x 12cm) [8], 52pp., very good in contemporary speckled calf, boards
ruled in gilt, pink pastedowns, all edges gilt, light wear to spine and extremities.

A scarce edition, the first of two to be printed by Bodoni, of this treatise examining the history of AfroCaribbean dance in the West Indies with a particular emphasis on Creole dance. There is also discussion of
slavery and the African origins of some dances. The lawyer and civil servant Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de
Saint-Méry (1750-1819) spent time on the French Caribbean islands of Martinique and Saint-Domingue,
writing a number of colonial ethnographic works. He fled France in 1789, setting up a bookshop in
Philadelphia. This text had been written in 1789, intended for inclusion in a colonial encyclopedia planned
by Moreau. It was first published as Danse. Article extrait d’un ouvrage de M.L.E. Moreau de St-Mery. Ayant pour
titre: Répertoire des notions coloniales ... (Philadelphia, 1796). On his return to France Moreau was appointed
to a position in Italy in the Napoleonic adminstration of the Duchy of Parma, the printing of this fine edition
being explained by his cultivation of a close friendship with the printer Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813).
A second Bodoni edition followed in 1803.
Brooks 814; Sabin 50569; Beaumont p.129; Derra de Moroda 1890.

£1750
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“AM NOT I ALSO A MAN AND A BROTHER”

53. [SLAVERY.] [Pearlware mug with transfer-printed vignette titled “Am not I also a man
and a brother ...”]
[England, c.1830.] Pearlware mug (height approx. 6cm, diameter approx. 7cm) with transfer-printed decoration,
heightened in handcolour in red, blue and green, light wear to extremities.
A scarce example of an English pearlware mug of
c.1825 decorated with a transfer-printed abolitionist design depicting two men of African
ancestry, one reading a book, the other clasping his
hands in prayer, with the text printed below “Am
not I also a man and a brother? God hath made of
one flesh all the famili[es] that dwell on the face of
the Eart[th].” The mug was intended most probably
for use by a child. The text “Am I not a man and a
brother” appeared first accompanying the device of
The society for effecting the abolition of the slave
trade, modelled originally by William Hackwood at
the behest of Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) for
production in 1787 at Wedgwood’s factory Etruria,
on a ceramic medallion. The abolitionist movement
utilised all manner of household objects, jewellery,
fob seals and brooches for the dissemination of their
campaign.
£2250
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ABOLITIONIST MESSAGE PROMOTED ON A MEDAL

54. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing Wedgwood’s design of an enchained slave with text:] Am I not
a man and a brother.
[London?, c.1790?] Medal, white metal (diameter 3.3cm) obverse with design of kneeling slave and text beginning “Am I
not a man ...”, reverse with text beginning “Whatsoever ye would ...” some light wear to extremities, otherwise good very fine.

This medal in white metal, manufactured
c.1790, was issued to promote the message
of the Society for Effecting the Abolition of
the Slave Trade. Soon after the formation of
the Society in 1787 a jasperware medallion
was modelled by William Hackwood
(d.1836) at the behest of master potter
Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) depicting an
enchained slave accompanied by text “Am I
not a man and a brother?” This seminal image
had been chosen as the emblem of the
Society and occupies the obverse of this
medal, the reverse bearing the text
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do
to you. Do ye even so to them.” During the
1790s abolitionist designs were incorporated
into many everyday items such as tobacco
tins, fob seals, tokens and medals of this
type, which were sold presumably to raise
funds for the abolitionist cause. BHM 269.
£950
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Rare Books

GUADELOUPE-PRINTED ACCOUNT OF REVOLUTIONARY TURMOIL ON MARTINIQUE

55. [MARTINIQUE.] Rapport fait a l’Assemblée Coloniale de la Guadeloupe, le 10
novembre 1790, au nom de la députation envoyée à la Martinique pour y rétablir la paix.
A la Pointe-a-Pitre, De l’imprimerie de la veuve Benard, 1791. First edition? 4to (17 x 22cm) [2], 70pp., light waterstain to inner margin of first few leaves, title-page with printed fleur-de-lys device, small contemporary ink correction
to p.22, printed on thick laid paper, edges uncut, very good in twentieth century painted paper-covered boards in period
style, spine with gilt-titled leather label, light wear to extremities.

This pamphlet was printed in 1791 at Pointe-à-Pitre, the largest city on the French Caribbean island
colony of Guadeloupe. The printer, identified as “la veuve Benard”, was the widow of the son of Jean
Bénard, the first printer on the island, who had set up his press at Basse-Terre in 1765 under authority
from king Louis XV. Jean Bénard’s son took over his licence to print in 1778, his wife then taking over
the printing business in 1789, inheriting also La Gazette de la Guadeloupe which she replaced with a new
periodical titled Affiches, annonces et avis divers de l’île Guadeloupe. In April 1790 the widow Bénard then set
up a second press on the island, at Pointe-à-Pitre, on which this present report was printed. If not the
first woman to set up a printing office in the Carribean she must be one of the first female printers and
newspaper publishers in the West Indies.

This substantial report of l’Assemblée Coloniale de la Guadeloupe dated 10 November 1790 examines the
findings of a deputation sent to the island of Martinique to re-establish peace, outlining events on the
island in 1790. Following the suppression of a slave revolt in 1789 the governor of Martinique, Charles
du Houx de Vioménil (1734-1827), was faced with ongoing political factionalism caused mainly by the
impact of the ideas of the French Revolution. Vioménil returned to France 6 April 1790, relieved of his
post by the arrival on 26 March 1790 at Fort-Royal of the returning governor of the Windward Islands
Claude-Charles de Damas (1731-1805). The text here outlines the mutinous disorder on Martinique that
threatened the old social and racial hierarchies connecting the white planters, the free gens du couleur, the
soldiers of the Martinique Regiment, the poor Petits blancs and the slave population.

This may be the first edition of this report - the Paris edition printed by Postillon, though recorded in
some online catalogues as being dated 1790, is in fact undated, and must have been printed in 1791. On
p.22 in this Guadeloupe-printed edition there is a small contemporary ink correction changing a date
printed as “14 novembre” to Septembre. In the Paris edition this date has been corrected in the printed
text. The two editions are also in different settings – the Paris edition of 90pp. is in an octavo format
whereas this edition is a quarto.

This edition appears to be unrecorded. We have not traced a copy in OCLC or elsewhere. The Paris
edition is also rare (OCLC lists 4 locations: British Library; Bibiliothèque nationale de France; John
Carter Brown Library; Zentralbiblithek Zürich). For the early history of printing on Guadeloupe, see:
Blanche, Lénis, Contribution à l’histoire de la presse à la Guadeloupe, [Basse-Terre, Imprimerie
catholique, 1935]. Only a handful of items printed by the widow Bénard are listed in OCLC, several
appearing to be unique copies. The most recent auction appearance of an eighteenth century Guadeloupe
imprint that we can trace was at Sotheby’s, 17 February 1958: a proclamation printed by the widow
Bénard of 10 January 1794.
£4500
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MARTINIQUE SUGAR & COFFEE BOUND FOR MARSEILLE

56. [SUGAR.] [Bill of
lading for a cargo of
sugar and coffee bound
from
Martinique
to
Marseille on the account
of Francois Clary.]
[St. Pierre, Martinique, 22 May
1749.] Bill of lading, printed on
single sheet of paper, oblong 4to
(30.5 x 19.5cm) initial woodcut
(The Holy Family travelling with
a donkey), ink manuscript
completions in French, verso with
endorsement signed F. Clary dated
17 June 1749, edges uncut, old
folds, very good.

This large bill of lading records a cargo of sugar and coffee produced on plantations on the Caribbean island
of Martinique being shipped 22 May 1749 to Marseille on a corvette called “La Colombe”, “Cap. Fougasse”
master. The signature of François Clary (1725-1794), a prosperous Marseille merchant on whose account
this cargo was travelling, is penned on the verso of this document. He is remembered not only for his wealth
built through trade with the French colonies, but also on account of the marriages of two of his daughters:
Julie Clary (1771-1845) married Joseph Bonaparte (1768-1844), King of Naples and Sicily, elder brother of
Napoleon Bonaparte; Désirée Clary (1777-1860) married Jean-Baptiste Bernadotte (1763-1844), King of
Sweden and Norway.
£350
TRADE BEADS FOR AFRICAN SLAVE VOYAGES

57. [TRADE BEADS.] [Bill of lading for a cargo of haberdashery and trade beads for the
African slave trade bound from Marseille to Agde.]
[Marseille, 9 October 1783.] Bill of lading, printed on single sheet of paper, oblong 4to (24.5 x 19.5cm) initial woodcut
of a ship, ink manuscript completions in French (some offsetting from folding), old folds, very good.
Trade beads, manufactured in multicoloured glass, were used by European
merchants as a form of currency when
trading with Africa in the early modern
period, in particular being used for the
purchase of slaves in Africa. This French bill
of lading dated 9 October 1783 records a
cargo being shipped from Marseille bound
for the French port of Agde consisting of 3
tonnes of haberdashery and glass trade
beads intended for Bordeaux for use in the
slave trade in Africa (“merceries et grains
de verre destines par entrepot pour
Bordeaux pour la traitte des negres en
affrique ...”). Travelling on the ship “la
Vierge des Graces”, the cargo was to be
received at Agde by a merchant named
Pierre Bousquet.
£450

SWEDISH WEST INDIA COMPANY FOUNDED

Rare Books

58. [SWEDISH WEST INDIA COMPANY.] Kongl.
maj:ts nådiga privilegium, til uprättande af et
Swenskt Westindiskt handels-compagnie. Gifwet
Upsala slott then 31 october 1786.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. [1786.] First edition. 4to (18.5 x
23cm) [12]pp., uncut, unbound, very good.
This pamphlet outlines the privileges granted to a newlyformed Swedish West India Company for a fifteen year
period, beginning 1 January 1787. Swedish activity in the
Caribbean was given new impetus in 1784 with the acquisition of the island colony of Saint Barthélemy, ceded by
France in exchange for trading rights at the port of
Gothenburg. On Saint Barthélemey the port of La
Carénage was renamed Gustavia, becoming a major base
for Swedish trade, including the slave trade. In the text
here (point 14 out of 18) are details noting that the new
company is permitted to operate in the slave trade at
Angola and the coast of Africa.

OCLC lists 5 locations (UCLA; University of Delaware;
University of Minnesota; John Carter Brown Library;
National Library of Sweden).
£450

ADMINISTRATION OF SWEDISH WEST INDIAN COLONY

59. [WEST INDIES.] ... His Majestys of Sweden ordinance and edict about fees for awards,
decrees and other writtings, contracts and attestations relating to the Office of Justice in
the Island of S:t Bartholomew in the West Indies. Given at the palace of Stockholm the 2
of May 1797.
Stockholm,Tryckt i Kongl.Tryckereit. 1797. Broadside. Folio (42 x 54cm) text in three columns in English, French and
Swedish with accompanying tables of fees, uncut, folded along centre, very good.

A scarce broadside concerning the administration
of the Swedish island colony of Saint Barthélemy
in the West Indies. France ceded the island to the
Swedes in 1784, with privileges being granted to
Swedish West India Company in 1786. This small
island became an important base for Swedish
trade, including the slave trade. The sheet provides
a tri-lingual (Swedish, French & English) list
detailing official fees for conveyancing, preparation of inventories of estates, and other legal
services relating to the island , including some
maritime and mercantile matters: “for the protest
of a bill of exchange”, “for maritim [sic] passports”
and “entering a sea protest”.
Not traced in ESTC. OCLC lists 6 copies
(National Library of Sweden; New York Public
Library; John Carter Brown Library; Harvard
University Law School Library; University of
Minnesota; University of California, Berkeley).
£450
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RACIAL EQUALITY IN WEST INDIES DEBATED DURING FRENCH REVOLUTION

60. GRÉGOIRE, Henri Jean-Baptiste. Lettre aux philantropes, sur les malheurs, les droits
et les réclamations des gens de couleur de Saint-Domingue, et des autres iles Françoises
de l’Amérique ...
Paris, chez Belin ... Octobre 1790. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) [2], 21, [1]pp., a very good copy, stab-sewn, uncut
& unopened as issued.

A fine, uncut copy of the first edition, scarce, of this significant tract by Henri Jean-Baptiste Grégoire
(1750-1831), a Roman Catholic priest remembered both as a supporter of the French Revolution and one
of the most prominent French anti-slavery campaigners. This pamphlet argues for equality of rights for
free residents of African descent on the Caribbean island of Saint Domingue and other French islands in
the West Indies and followed Grégoire’s Mémoire en faveur des gens de couleur ou sang-mêlés de St.-Domingue
& des autres iles Françoises de l’Amérique ... (Paris, 1789). In spite of the sentiments of liberté, egalité, fraternité
espoused by supporters of the French Revolution, Grégoire’s ideas still aroused considerable controversy
in France. He became a leading member of the abolitionist group Société des amis des Noirs.
Sowerby, E.M. Catalogue of the library of Thomas Jefferson, 1388; Martin & Walter II, 15646; Sabin
28726; Hogg 1999; Bissainthe 6043.
£2500
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FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY UTOPIA WITH ABOLITIONIST AGENDA

61. CAMUS-DARAS, Nicolas-René. Le songe, suivi du Discours d’un nègre conduit au supplice.
A Paris, chez Desenne. 1790. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) 56pp., very good in modern calf-backed boards in period
style.

First edition of this rare French revolutionary utopia by Nicolas-René Camus-Daras (c.1775-c.1846), the title
of which can be translated as “The dream.” The narrator converses with a venerable old man who tells the story
of the nation of Gaul, an initially perfect society founded on love rather than self-interest that was undermined
by the adoption of a monarchical system of government. The concepts of human liberty and equality catalysed
by the French Revolution are here linked to the theme of the abolition of slavery by the appending of a poem
titled Discours d’un nègre conduit au supplice, versified by Camus-Daras from the original prose version Discours
d’un nègre marron, qui a été repris et qui va subir le dernier supplice ([1759?]) by Guillaume Antoine Le Monnier
(1721-1797). The speech of a condemned slave, captured after escaping, implores an end to the the barbarity
and inhumanity of slavery and the slave trade. This appears to be the only edition to have been printed.

OCLC lists 4 locations (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Stanford University Library; National Library of
Australia; British Library). Not in Martin & Walter, Roquincourt or Hogg. Hoffman, La nègre romantique, pp.
79 & 274.
£1500
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY JAMAICAN NEWSPAPERS

62. [JAMAICA.] The Diary, and Kingston Daily Advertiser.
[Kingston, Jamaica: published by Stevenson, Dickson, & Aikman, the corner of Water-Lane and King-Street.] Number 623.
Friday, May 12, 1797. Folio (approx. 28 x 44cm) a single complete issue consisting of [4]pp., uncut and unbound as
issued, old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[JAMAICA.] The Daily Advertiser.
[Kingston, Jamaica.] Thursday, 20 April 1797; Vol. VIII. No. 94. Folio (approx. 28 x 44cm) a single complete issue
consisting of [4]pp., uncut and unbound as issued, old folds, very good.

Printed in 1797, these issues of two rare newspapers published in Kingston, Jamaica, contain a mixture of
local advertisements concerning mercantile, shipping and plantation matters, colonial government notices,
and news from America, Britain and further afield. Published daily in Kingston, Jamaica, between 1795 and
1806, The Diary, and Kingston Daily Advertiser was owned jointly by Thomas Stevenson, bookseller in King
Street and proprietor of Stevenson’s Circulating Library, David Dickson, formerly printing at St. Jago de la
Vega, and the printer Alexander Aikman who edited the publication. Amongst the advertisements in this
issue are notices concerning runaway slaves and slaves offered for sale. A list of books for sale includes
medical titles “late the property of Doctor Hugh James, deceased.” Beginning publication daily in Kingston,
Jamaica, in 1790, The Daily Advertiser was printed by Thomas Strupar until his death in 1797. In addition to
mercantile and plantation-related advertisments, this issue includes the text of a Jamaican act concerning the
regulation of gunpowder and a tabulated “abstract of the Stamp Act, passed the 21st of December, 1796,”
with an extensive list of fees for many different revenue-raising stamps on paper, licences, bills of lading,
almanacs and legal documents of all kinds.

I. This issue not listed in ESTC, which locates issues at Houghton Library, Harvard University (1 issue: 20
February 1796), U.S. Library of Congress (1 issue: 20 December 1800), British Library (10 issues: 10 June
1796, 18, 25 & 30 March, 11, 15 & 19 April, 15, 19 & 27 May 1797). Pactor, H.S., Colonial British
Caribbean newspapers 297.
II. This issue not listed in ESTC, which records runs at the British Library (1 January 1790 – 29 December
1790; & a single issue: 14 August 1793); American Antiquarian Society (1 January 1791 - 31 December
1791); and a single issue at New York Public Library (1 April 1790). Pactor, H.S., Colonial British Caribbean
newspapers 296.
£950
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SAINT-DOMINGUE SUGAR CARGO IN MERCANTILE DISPUTE

63. [WEST INDIA TRADE.] Réponse pour Sieur
Jacques Vincent, ainé, sous-commissaire de la
Marine, appellant d’un décret de soit-oui contre lui
décerné par le Lieutenant-Criminel en Guienne.
Contre le Sieur Jacob Sandilan, écuyer, négociant à
Bordeaux, intimé.
[De l’Imprimerie de Simon de la Court, Imprimeur du Roi, rue du
Cahernan, à Bordeaux. [1774.] First edition. 4to (18.5 x 24cm) 69,
[1]pp., drop-head title, very good, modern plain boards, spine with
gilt-titled leather label.
These printed legal proceedings concern a West India trade
mercantile dispute involving Jacob Sandiland (b.1719), head
of one of the principal Bordeaux merchant houses. Of
Scottish descent, his father George Sandiland having
emigrated to France from Aberdeen, Jacob Sandiland became
naturalised as French at the age of 43. The dispute, dating
from 1773, was centred on a cargo of sugar from the
Caribbean island of Saint-Domingue taken in payment for
slaves from Guinea.
Not in OCLC – we have not been able to locate another
copy.
£750

PLANTATION LETTER PENNED ON JAMAICAN ESTATE

64. MURRAY, Jane. [Autograph letter signed to her son John Murray concerning the
running of the family plantation in Hopewell, Jamaica, and related matters.]
Hopewell. [Jamaica.] July, 17th 1801. Autograph letter signed. Folio (23 x 36cm) [4] pages, a few tiny tears at corners
of old folds, very good.

This lengthy letter was penned from Jamaica 17 July
1801 by Jane Murray (d.1804) concerning the
operation of the family estate at Hopewell. Following
the recent death of her husband John Murray (17261800) she writes to their eldest son John Murray
(d.1830), presumably then resident at the family seat at
Philiphaugh near Selkirk in Scotland, to update him
with details relating to the running of the plantation and
family news. Murray thanks her son for attempting to
get “a white woman to come over” to Jamaica to assist
her: “I had the Saint Ant[h]onys fire in my leg ...” She
complains about her slaves, but fears a return to the
Scottish climate (“I have lived here so long in a hot
climate, and at times much afflicted with the
rheumatism, I am afred I could not bear the cold of
winter ...”). Details of transactions concerning estate
cattle, purchasing mules in Kingston, the progress of
sugar manufacture on the estate, likely quantities to be
sent to Bristol, and the cultivation of different kinds of
canes, are mentioned. She also describes ongoing
building works relating to rum manufacture, and her
hopes for the plantation.
£650
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BRISTOL SHIPS BOUND FOR THE WEST INDIES

65. [BRISTOL.] [Bills of entry recording exports from the port of Bristol during 1816.]
[Bristol.] Printed for George Worrall, sub-patentee, by authority, by W. Major, John’s Steps. [1816]. Small folio (approx.
18.5 x 26cm) 48 separately issued leaflets/handbills (numbered 1-10, 12-49: without no. 11, no. 15 misnumbered as
14) the majority consisting of [1]p. (a small number being [2]pp.or more) each issue with small filing hole at head of
sheet, occasional negligible marginal toning, some sheets with uncut edges, overall very good.

The forty-eight bills of entry here record goods exported on ships from the port of Bristol during 1816.
Printed weekly, merchants could subscribe to receive these sheets in order to keep appraised of the latest
information concerning the state of merchant shipping outward from the port. The names of ships, their
masters, and destinations are listed, together with a detailed inventory of goods, with the names of the
owners of each shipment being noted. Vessels are recorded sailing to a variety of European and international destinations, including Dublin, Rouen, Guernsey, Waterford, Malta, Livorno, Lisbon, Marseilles,
Naples, Bilbao, Newfoundland, Philadelphia, New York, Charleston and Boston.
Of particular interest here are the numerous cargo lists recording goods carried on ships to islands in the
West Indies, including Trinidad, Jamaica, Barbados, Nevis, St. Vincent, Dominica, St. Croix. These islands
had to import large quantities of goods for the upkeep of plantations, the lists here recording numerous
different types of cooking utensils, preserved foods, ironware, farming equipment, tools and medicines.

Very few bills of entry from the late eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries have survived. We have traced
examples of these Bristol bills for 1816 at Bristol Central Library only.
£2250
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GRAND TOUR LETTERS FROM FRANCE, SWITZERLAND & ITALY

66. CAWOOD, John M. [Fourteen autograph letters signed, all sent to his parents in Leeds,
recording a tour in France and Italy, visiting Paris, Milan, Florence, Rome and Naples,
returning via Marseille.]
15 July 1826 – 23 May 1827. 14 autograph letters signed, 4to (approx. 23 x 26.5) each on a postally-used bifolium,
approx. 50 full pages of manuscript text in total, letters with a few small tears from seal openings, postal markings,
occasional dustiness along old folds, the letters bound together c.1830 in leather backed marbled boards, spine with a
little loss of leather at head & foot, rubbed with wear to extremities but binding sound.

These fourteen letters penned between 15 July 1826 and 23 May 1827 by John M. Cawood were sent to his
parents in Leeds, keeping them updated of his progress on his grand tour. His father, also John Cawood,
was a Leeds iron founder. The letters are written from Paris (3), Sallenche, Milan, Florence, Rome (3),
Naples (4) and Marseille (1). Cawood is appalled by a Roman Catholic procession in Bruges, but approves
of the churches of Ghent and paintings by Rubens viewed in Antwerp. After touring the sights of Paris he
heads for Besançon. In Switzerland he spends a week climbing Alpine glaciers with a Frenchman, Mr.
Remond, who has just returned from an agricultural meeting in Norfolk. He then takes in the Italian lakes,
in particular Maggiore and Como. Once in Italy he seems to have spent almost all his time visiting churches
and viewing paintings, recording in detail the powerful impression made on him by the artistic glories of
Milan, Florence and Rome, where, finding a suitable guide, Cawood stopped for more than one month
before heading on to Naples:
“You will be surprised to hear that my present abode is in the Marquis Lepri’s palace opposite Franz’s Hotel
– the walls of the rooms are bedecked with crimson silk & gold, excellent pictures, and there is also some
very rich furniture, besides a many other things pleasing to the eye – but what delights me most, is the
society of Mr. Byrne, a native of our sister kingdom of Ireland, who has resided in Rome about 20 years and
has occupied part of this palace for a many years past – He it is with whom I live at present – We travelled
together from Florence to Rome & as our conversation was pretty agreeable on the road, he invited me to
stay with him a short time, and he would shew me whatever was interesting or curious in Rome; of course
I could not refuse such a friendly offer ...”
£2500
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TRAVELLERS CHEQUES INVENTED FOR THE GRAND TOUR

67. [HERRIES, Robert.] Plan of the Circular & transferable notes of the London Exchangebanking Company.
[London, c.1769.] Printed circular, engraved. 8vo (11.5 x 18.5cm) [4]pp. printed on bifolium, unbound as issued,
docket-title to p.4, old folds, very good.
This rare printed circular advertises a forerunner of the travellers cheque, the “Circular & transferable
notes” invented by the banker Sir Robert Herries (c.1731-1815). Dating from c.1769 when Herries
founded the London Exchange Banking Company this engraved circular letter contains details of the
operation of the system which was designed to facilitate an improved method of supplying money to
“British travellers and others in foreign parts”, in particular those on the Grand Tour: “The Circular
Exchange Notes are given for any even sum from twenty pounds upwards, payable at any one of various
places on the continent of Europe, at the option of the possessor, who is furnish’d with a Letter of order
for that purpose address’d to the agent of the Company at those different places.” Listing 78 cities at which
letters could be encashed, this may be the earliest printed prospectus for these “Circular and transferable
notes.” Representing a significant innovation in eighteenth century European banking, the system was
adopted swiftly and successfully across the continent.
OCLC lists 1 copy only (National Library of Scotland).

£1250

GRAND TOUR OF ENGLISH PHYSICIAN & ANTIQUARY

Rare Books

68. [MEAD, Richard.] [Laissezpasser for David Polhill, Samuel
Mead, Richard Mead, Thomas
Pelet and Pierre Faber issued in
Zurich by the Dutch envoy Pieter
Valkenier.]
Zurich, [18/28 May] 1696. Laissezpasser, printed in German on single sheet of
paper. Oblong folio (32.5 x 20cm)
completed in manuscript, signed at foot
“Valkenier,” sealed in red wax with
impression of [Valckenier’s?] coat of arms,
old folds, closed tear at margin along one
fold (not affecting text), a few old waterstains at margins.

A rare example of a seventeenth century laissez-passer for a group of English travellers on the Grand Tour,
this document was issued in Switzerland in Zurich 18 May 1696 to a party of five Englishmen, listed here
as “David Polhill, Samuel Mead, Richard Mead, Thomas Pelet, Pierre Faber ... fünf Englisch Cavaliers.” Dr
Richard Mead (1673-1754) rose to a position of prominence as a physician in London and is remembered
in particular as a bibliophile and art collector. Here we find him as a young man returning from his Grand
Tour. After medical studies at Leiden he is known to have set out early in 1695 with his eldest brother
Samuel Mead, David Polhill and Thomas Pellet (c.1671-1744), a fellow medical student. In researching
Mead’s journey we have not noted any references to the “Pierre Faber” listed here as the fifth traveller.
Mead is known to have visited Padua, Rome and Naples. It may be that Mead’s Dutch connections on
account of his having studied at Leiden may have assisted in the obtaining of this document from the Dutch
envoy at Zurich Pieter Valkenier (1641-1712) whose signature is penned at the foot of the sheet together
with an impression of his seal in red wax.
£950
GRAND TOUR STATUES SHIPPED FROM LIVORNO

69. [WILTON, Joseph.] [Bill of lading for a
shipment of statues shipped by Thomas Earle
& Thomas Hodgson from Livorno to London
to “William Wilton near Cavendish Square”
London.]
“Leghorne the 6 February 1753.” Bill of lading, printed
(19.5 x 14cm) completed in manuscript, signed off by
Captain William Brown, old folds, very good.

A rare example of a bill of lading relating to the mideighteenth century Grand Tour art market, this
document records the shipment on 6 February 1753
by Thomas Earle & Thomas Hodgson of “six cases” of
“gess[o] statues” on the ship Carwhin captained by
William Brown from Livorno (“Leghorn”) in Italy to London. The recipient was the ornamental plasterer
William Wilton (d.1768) whose premises were located at Cavendish Square, indicating that these statues
must have been produced by his son, the sculptor Joseph Wilton (1722-1803). Resident in Italy from late
1747, Joseph Wilton was in Florence from 1751, in 1753 living at the guest house of Horace Mann (17061786). He is recorded as producing plaster casts from antique statues which were sold to British grand
tourists. In 1755 he returned to London, becoming the foremost English sculptor of his generation.
For Wilton’s career in Italy, and the merchants Earle & Hodgson, see: Ingamells, A dictionary of British and
Irish travellers in Italy 1701-1800.
£350
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SCULPTURE CATALOGUE OF DANISH ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS

70. [CHARLOTTENBORG PALACE.] Fortegnelse over
Marmor- og Gibs-Figurerne, samt ReceptionsStykkerne og flere Konstsager i det Kongelige MalerBilledhuggerog
Bygnings-Academie
paa
Charlottenborg, med hosföyet kort Forklaring over
de betydeligste Poster.
Kiöbenhavn 1791. P. M. Höpffner. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19cm) 15,
[1]pp., spine bound with strip of eighteenth century pink paper, some
occasional light foxing in the margins, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this catalogue of plaster casts, classical
marbles and paintings in the collection of the Royal Danish
Academy of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture. Housed at
Charlottenborg Palace in Copenhagen, amongst the 202 items
listed here are 87 different plaster casts taken from classical
examples. Many of these had been purchased in 1789 from Italy
by the Danish neoclassical painter and sculptor Nicolai
Abraham Abildgaard (1743-1809). A prominent figure in
Nordic romanticism, Abildgaard was director of the Academy
between 1789-1791 and 1801-1809. Several subsequent
editions of this catalogue were printed, the last appearing in
1809 – all appear to be rare.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Danish National Library).

TOURING ITALY WITH THE DUCHESS OF KINGSTON

£750

71. EASTLAND, Juliana [Autograph letter signed, recording her travels from Lyon through
Italy to Rome as part of the retinue of the duchess of Kingston.]
Rome, 22 February 1774. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [3]pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf penned
with Bologna contact address in Eastland’s hand & 10 line manuscript extract (penned by her mother?) concerning the
Holy House of Loreto (from Addison’s Remarks on ... Italy, 1718), a few small tears along olds folds touching a few letters
but not affecting legibility of text.

This letter penned from Rome 22 February 1774 was sent
by Juliana Eastland to her mother, providing an account of
her journey from Lyon through Italy to Rome while
travelling as part of the retinue of the duchess of Kingston.
Elizabeth Chudleigh (1721-1788), from 1769 the duchess
of Kingston following her marriage to Evelyn Pierrepoint,
second duke of Kingston upon Hull (1712-1773), is
remembered as a seductive courtier, female adventurer and
bigamist. She decamped to Rome after the duke’s death in
1773, arriving in the city in January 1774. Eastland here
records travelling with her through the Alps by coach and in
sledges due to deep snow, seeing the carnival at Turin,
viewing paintings and sculpture at Parma and churches at
Modena. At Bologna the party was “detained a week by her
grace who was unfortunately seized with a bleeding at her
mouth & nose.” Impressions of a visit to the shrine at Loreto
are recorded, together with an account of festivities in
Rome, arriving in time for four days of carnival, noting
details of a horse race, dancing and four sightings of “the
Pretender”, Charles Edward Stewart (1720-1788).
£750

Rare Books

RENAISSANCE ARMOUR & GOTHIC MASCARONS

72. [ARMOUR.] [Studies
of mascarons, helmets
and triumph armour.]
[c.1700?] 14 individual
drawings in pen, ink & wash on
paper, each silhouetted, laid
down [c.1750?] on blue paper
sheet (approx. 24.5 x 37cm)
with gilt paper border, this
mounted on backing sheet
(approx. 31.5 x
45.5cm)
framed by pink wash border, ink
inscription at foot of backing
sheet [c.1800] “Michael Angello
Rooker”, ink collectors stamp
(Lugt 355) in ink at head of
backing sheet, some old areas of
oxidation to blue paper backing,
gilt paper border with some
losses, some light areas of
dustiness at margin of second
backing sheet.

This sheet of fourteen pen
and ink studies displays seven
elaborate helmets, five
grotesque mascarons, a
classical tunic, and what
appears to be part of a
ceremonial leather skirt
similar to the type worn as
armour during a Roman
Triumph ceremony. The
helmets depicted are similar
to a type named burgonet
all’antica, a light helmet of
the Renaissance decorated
with classicizing motifs, here
including dragons and impressive plumes. This type of decoration reached its pinnacle in the elaborate
parade armour favoured by European rulers of the mid sixteenth century including the Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V (1500-1558). Milanese craftsmen of the sixteenth century made these helmets a
particular speciality. A connection between this sheet of drawings and the English landscape artist Michael
Rooker (1746-1801) is suggested by the inscription “Michael Angello Rooker” which was penned [c.1800]
in ink at the foot of the backing sheet on which these drawings are mounted. However the drawings appear
to date from a somewhat earlier era than that of Rooker. It may be that Rooker’s name is present not to
suggest that these studies were drawn by him but rather that the sheet was once in his possession. The
contents of Rooker’s studio and his own art collection and library were sold in London after his death in two
sales by an auctioneer named Squibb (29 April & 2 May 1801). This sheet is not identified in the lot descriptions, however in the sale beginning 29 April there are several lots identified only as “drawings” or “various.”
Similar helmets can be seen, for example, in a group of “three designs for helmets” “after Polidoro da
Caravaggio,” at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (52.570.189).
Provenance: [Michael Angelo Rooker?]; unknown collector identified by Lugt 355 (citing several early
drawings, Flemish and Italian), the present drawing bearing inventory number 229.
£1250
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BUSINESS OF BOOKBINDING IN GEORGIAN LONDON

73.
[BOOKBINDING.]
Articles of copartnership. Mr John
Shove and Mr
Joseph Shove.
[London, 16 September
1777.] Indenture, ink
on single sheet of vellum
(approx. 77 x 60cm) in
English, ruled in red ink,
blue embossed paper tax
stamp in margin, signed
& sealed in red wax by
John Shove & Joseph
Shove, verso with
contemporary
docket
title and manuscript
endorsements, some light
dustiness along old folds,
very good.

A scarce example of an indenture concerning the business of bookbinding in Georgian London, this large
deed penned on vellum dated 16 September 1777 records articles of copartnership for a term of fourteen
years agreed between the bookbinders John Shove and Joseph Shove, father and son.The text records the
purchase by John Shove of a share in his father’s utensils and details the terms under which they were to
work together from their premises at Maiden Lane in Covent Garden, including arrangements for the
division and distribution of profits, prohibition of either to trade outside of their partnership, their joint
responsibility for servants and journeyman, the management of apprentices, and detailed provision for the
keeping of all manner of business records for accounting purposes. The bookbinder John Shove is remembered in particular for having been one the bookbinders tasked with producing distinctive emblem-stamped
bindings for books distributed by the political propagandist Thomas Hollis (1720-1774).
£1750
JOBBING PRINTING BY JAMES CATNACH’S FATHER

74. [CATNACH, John.] [A sheet bearing three
unseparated handbills:] To be sold by private
contract. A messuage, or dwelling house, and back
buildings thereto belonging, situate in
Narrowgate Street, in Alnwick ... [&] To be let to
the highest bidder ... that large garden situate in
Canongate Street, in Alnwick, belonging to
George Knox ... [&] Linen drapery, &c. To be sold
by auction ... at the house of Mr James Smith, linen
draper, in Alnwick ...
Printed for the proprietor by J. Catnach, Alnwick. [1802.] Folio
(total dimensions 19 x 43cm) some old folds and crinkling, uncut.
This scarce example of a sheet bearing three unseparated
handbills offers a representative example of Georgian
jobbing printing practice. It was printed in the
Northumberland town of Alnwick by John Catnach (17691813), father of the popular broadsheet printer James
Catnach (1792-1841) who became well-known in London
in the 1820s as a pioneer of large format broadsides
covering sensational news stories.
£450

Rare Books

LIBRARY RULES FOR LEIDEN UNIVERSITY

75. [LEIDEN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.]
Instructie be de heeren curatoren over de
Universiteyt binnen Leyden ... over de
directie van de Publike Bibliotheecq van de
Universiteyt ...
[Leiden, 1724.] 4to (17 x 21cm) 8pp., uncut and unbound
as issued, some negligible toning at margins, very good.

Included amongst these rare printed instructions for
the operation of Leiden University Library are details
concerning the duties of the librarian, provisions for
the loan of items, the tracking of books on loan, the
rules concerning returns, proposals for making
purchases, the register of acquisitions by catalogue,
opening hours, and the checking of the accessioning
of all printed publications connected with the
university. These particular regulations were in
operation from 23 March 1724 – the rules appear to
have been updated periodically. We have traced
different printings in OCLC in 1692, 1709, 1723 and
1741 – all appear similarly scarce.
OCLC lists 2 copies only (Koninklijke Bibliotheek;
Universiteit Leiden).
£750

REGULATION OF PRINTING IN SPANISH NETHERLANDS

76. [PRINTING.] Ordonnantie ende placcaet
vande eertshertogen onse sovvereine
princen van Brabant, &c. Ghemaeckt op het
stuck van het drucken, vercoopen ende
inbrenghen van verscheyden soorten van
boecken, refereynen ende beelden, in de
landen van herwaertsouere.
Tot Bruessel, by Huybrecht Anthoon. 1616. 4to (14.5 x
19.5cm) [8]pp., title-page with woodcut arms of Brabant,
small faint marginal waterstain not touching text, disbound.

A scarce ordinance issued in Brussels in 1616
concerning the importation, printing and sale of
books in Roman Catholic Brabant in the Spanish
Netherlands. Details include regulations on the sale
of ballads, poems and almanacs, the need for printers
to submit works to the religious authorities for
censorship, the banning of the printing of antiCatholic books and controls on importation of books
by foreigners.

OCLC lists 4 copies (Bibliotheek Universiteit van
Amsterdam; Koninklijke Bibliotheek; Bibliotheek
Museum
Plantin-Moretus;
Vlaamse
Erfgoedbibliotheek).
£650
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THEATRE & BULLFIGHTING IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SPAIN

77. [SPAIN.] An account of Spain: being a new description of that country and people; and
of the sea ports along the Mediterranean: of Ceuto, Tangier, &c. Written by a French
gentleman, who was in disguise aboard the English fleet: with an account of the most
remarkable transactions of that fleet ...
London, printed for Joseph Wilde, at the Elephant at Charing-Cross. 1700. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm) [32],
192pp., very good in contemporary panelled sheep, spine with original gilt-titled leather label, wear to edges of boards
and head and foot of spine with loss of leather in a few places but binding sound.

First edition, scarce, of this epistolary account of Spain at the end of the seventeenth century. Presented as
a series of letters written in Cadiz and London between 4 December 1694 and 15 January 1696 penned
by a certain“R” to his friend “Brunet,” the content offers “some general remarks of what happen’d in the
English fleet, that was sent to the Mediterranean toward the latter end of the last war; with some observations of the posture and disposition of the Spanish nation as it then stood.” The “epistle dedicatory,” signed
“E.L.,” is addressed to an ailing Henry Howard seventh duke of Norfolk (1655-1701), perhaps as an ironic
device given the Catholic sympathies of the duke and what appears to be the anti-Catholic orientation of
the writer. Nonetheless the content offers a valuable view of Spanish culture at the end of the seventeenth
century as perceived through English eyes, in particular concerning bull fighting and Spanish theatrical
performances. A “story” (pp.22-79) concerning the “monarchy of Philippia” is included at the end of the
first letter, perhaps a roman-à-clef with some political significance.

ESTC lists 9 locations only (bDUu; bO; bNT (2); nDFo; nCLU-C; nIU; nKU-S; nTU; nCtY-BR). In this
copy the “epistle dedicatory” is signed “E.L.”. The other variant with preface signed E. Lewis is similarly
scarce.
£750

Rare Books

LAYARD’S NINEVEH INSPIRES STAGING OF BYRON’S ASSYRIAN TRAGEDY

78. [KEAN, Charles.] Royal Princess’s Theatre Oxford Street ... November 25th, 1853 ... Lord
Byron’s tragedy of Sardanapalus, King of Assyria ...
[London.] John K. Chapman & Company. [1853.] Playbill. Oblong folio (approx. 73.5 x 49.5 cm) in 3 columns, old folds
& crinkling in places, a little fraying at edges not affecting text, overall very good.

This large format playbill advertises a performance of Byron’s Assyrian tragedy Sardanapalus on 25
November 1853 at the Royal Princess’s Theatre Oxford Street, then under the management of Charles John
Kean (1811-1868). The staging is of particular interest on account of “the costume and architecture
throughout the play selected from Layard’s discoveries of the monuments of Nineveh.” The text of the playbill
makes reference to the discoveries made by Austen Henry Layard (1817-1894) at Nineveh at some length.
The scenery, incorporating scenes of “the city of Nineveh & river Tigris ... the Hall of Nimrod ... the palace
...” was painted under the direction of Thomas Grieve (1799-1882).
£450
SONGS PERFORMED AT A GEORGIAN GLEE CLUB

79. HOBLER, John Paul. The words of the favourite pieces, as
performed at the Glee Club, held at the Crown and Anchor
Tavern, Strand. Compiled from their library ...
London. Printed for the editor. Sold by H. D. Symonds. 1794. 8vo (10.5 x
16.2cm) twentieth century private collectors bookplate & small related stamp to
flyleaf, very good in contemporary tree calf, spine with red label titled in gilt,
very light wear to extremities.
First edition of this collection of songs “performed at the Glee Club,
held at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand.” Printed for the editor,
John Paul Hobler, the dedication dated October 1794 is addressed “to
the president and gentleman subscribers to the Glee Club” in the hope
that the book will “increase the hilarity of their meetings.” The book
opens with an “introductory glee ... written and composed expressly
for the club” by Samuel Webbe the elder (1740-1816), the foremost
glee composer of his generation. In addition to other pieces by Webbe
are found here glees by John Stafford Smith (1750-1836) and Michael
Arne (1740-1786).
£450
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HUGE LONDON PLAYBILL ADVERTISES THE ELEPHANT OF SIAM

Rare Books

80. [ELEPHANT.] Theatre Royal, Adelphi ... Monday, January 4, 1830, and during the week,
will be presented ... an entirely new and gorgeous serio-comic Indian burletta spectacle
... The elephant of Siam, and the Fire fiend! ...
[London.] Printed by Thomas Jullion,Theatre Royal, Adelphi. [1830.] Playbill. Elephant folio (approx. 45.5 x 69cm)
blank verso laid on conservation backing for strengthening, some light paper toning, a few small waterstains and
repaired tears, small marginal losses (paper repaired) affecting first and last line (touching a few words at foot), old
folds.

This huge playbill advertises performances at the Adelphi Theatre in London in January 1830 of The
elephant of Siam, and the Fire Fiend, a “serio-comic Indian burletta spectacle” in which a real elephant
appeared on stage. The elephant, named Mademoiselle D’Jeck (d.1837), had appeared first in Paris in
July 1829 before being brought to England at the behest of Frederick Henry Yates (1797-1842), manager
of the Adelphi. Evidently this production was planned specifically to make the most of this unusual opportunity. The playbill contains much information concerning the staging of the performance, cast and
scenery, including “visit of the Royal Elephant ... Temple of the Idol ... subterranean entrance to the
mausoleum of the king of Siam ... dance of devotees, by the Siamese youths ... defeat of the conspirators
by the Royal Elephant ... draperied antechamber, opening to the magnificent state elephantine banqueting
room ... triumph of the elephant ... splendid procession and pageant! ...” Even in the heyday of the
English menagerie it was unusual to find a live elephant incorporated into a theatrical performance. This
elephant folio size playbill is a rare survival advertising an unusual dramatic spectacle.
£2500
PROVINCIAL THEATRICALS IN NORTHUMBERLAND

81. [THEATRE.] [Four early nineteenth century playbills for theatrical performances in
Northumberland.]
I. In the Free-Mason’s Lodge Room, at Mr Cumming’s, Nag’s Head, Silver Street ... Monday evening December 14th
1812 ... will be performed ... The Travellers; or Hit or miss. Consisting of recitations, singing and dancing. By Mr.
Master and Miss Adcock, from the Theatre-Royal Newcastle ... Davison, printer, Alnwick. [1812.] Folio (18 x 44cm).
II. ... Theatre,Whittingham-Lane ... will be presented the much admired Percy, Earl of Northumberland ... Davison,
printer, Alnwick. [c.1815.] Small folio (17.5 x 26cm). III.Theatre, Felton ... the petite comedy of TheYoung Widow ...
Davison, printer, Alnwick. [c.1830.] 4to (12.5 x 19 cm). IV.Theatre, Rothbury. Blue Bell Inn. By desire and under the
immediate patronage of Col. Judson. On Friday evening, July 20th, 1832, will be presented the fashionable comedy of
Charles the Second; or The merry monarch ... Davison, printer, Alnwick. [1832.] Small folio (15.5 x 28 cm).

Rare survivals advertising
small-scale
theatrical productions
in towns in rural
Northumberland,
these four handbills
were all printed in
Alnwick by William
Davison (1781-1858)
between c.1812 and
c.1832.
Locations
used as theatres here
include The Blue Bell
Inn in Rothbury and
“the
Free-Mason’s
Lodge Room, at Mr
Cumming’s,
Nag’s
Head, Silver Street.”
£450
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FROM THE PRESS OF ROME’S STAMPERIA CAMERALE

82. [CLEMENT XI.] Sommario dell’indulgenze concesse dalla santità di
nostro Signore Clemente PP. XI. alli
fratelli
e
sorelle
della Ven.
Confraternita dell’Assunta canonicamente eretta nella Chiesa di S. Maria di
Boggio ... Diocesi di Novara ... 13.
Maggio 1709 ...
In Roma, 1755. Nella Stamperia della Rev. Cam.
Apost. Second edition? 2 copies unseparated on a
single uncut sheet (total dimensions approximately
33.5 x 45cm) each 12mo. 11[1]pp., light waterstain at one margin of sheet, eighteenth century ink
annotation “Confrérie de l’Assumption”, old folds,
very good.

Printed in Rome in 1755 at the Stamperia
Camerale, this whole uncut sheet bears two
unseparated and unfolded copies of a book
recording indulgences granted in 1709 by
Pope Clement XI to the Confraternita
dell’Assunta attached to the Chiesa di S. Maria di
Boggio in Novara in Piemonte, northern Italy.
The sheet offers a representative example of
the composition of a duodecimo sheet on an
early modern printing press. An unusual
survival in this form.
£750

CAMBRIDGE CONTROVERSY INFLUENCES CONTINENTAL CALVINISM

83. THYSIUS, Antonius. Vertalinghe van sekere Lambethaensche artijckelen, eertijdts in
Engelandt gemaeckt, ende nu onlanghs in Latijn uytghegheven ...
[N.P.: Holland.] 1616. 4to (14.5 x 19cm) [24]pp., contemporary ink annotations in Dutch to title and in the margins
of several pages, stab-sewn in nineteenth century plain card wrapper, very good, light wear to extremities.

The Lambeth Articles were drawn up in 1595 by the
archbishop of Canterbury John Whitgift (c.1530-1604), the
codification into nine points having been prepared by the
theologian William Whitaker (1547-1595) following controversy at Cambridge University. Clarifying Calvinist doctrine
in relation to predestination and justification, the articles
were almost immediately suppressed by Queen Elizabeth.
Nonetheless they influenced several doctrinal disputes in the
early seventeenth century. Printed in 1616 this scarce Dutch
translation of the Lambeth Articles from the Latin includes a
commentary and introduction by the moderate Calvinist
theologian Anthonius Thysius (1565-1640) illustrating their
influence in the context of Dutch disputes over Arminianism.
This copy contains some contemporary marginal ink annotations made by a Dutch reader.

Knuttel 2307. OCLC lists 6 copies only, all in the
Netherlands (Bibliotheek Universiteit van Amsterdam;
Koninklijke Bibliotheek; Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam;
Universiteit Leiden; Universiteit Maastricht; Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam).
£750

JANSEN’S AUGUSTINUS BANNED AT LOUVAIN UNIVERSITY

Rare Books

84. [JANSENISM.] Rector &
Universitas
Studii
Generalis
Lovaniensis ... inhibit omnibus &
singulis, doctoribus, licentiatis,
bacalaureis ...
de doctrina
contenta in libro ... Augustinus,
auctore Cornelio Jansenio ...
[Louvain, May 1644.] Broadside, oblong folio
(29 x 21cm) [1]p., signed at foot in ink by
notary “Petrus Mintart” & dated “1644”,
embossed paper wafer seal of Louvain
University attached, old folds, a few negligible
dust marks, light wear at edges.

This rare printed decree issued by Louvain University dated 14 May 1644 forbade the entire academic
community from any mention, direct or indirect, in discussions, lectures or disputations, of the doctrine
contained within the book Augustinus (Louvain, 1640) by Cornelius Jansen (1585-1638). First offences would
be punished by a fine of 1000 florins, with second offences to result in the loss of university privileges. Jansen
had been appointed in 1630 as professor of theology at Louvain and in 1636 as Roman Catholic bishop of
Ypres. His magnum opus Augustinus, published soon after his death, became the foundation text of
Jansenism. Five of the propositions in the book would be declared as heretical in 1653 by pope Innocent X.
This decree is noteworthy on account of being a very early example of the suppression of Jansenist doctrines.

Bibliotheca Janseniana Belgica 2299. Not traced in OCLC.

FEMALE JESUITS SUPPRESSED BY POPE URBAN VIII

85. [URBAN VIII.] S. D. N. D. Urbani divina
providentia papae VIII. Suppressio prætensæ
Congregationis Jesuitissarum.
Bruxellæ, typis Joannis Mommarti. 1631. 4to (15.5 x
20.5cm) 10, [2, blank] pp., uncut & unbound as issued, very
good.

£650

The printed text of this papal bull issued in 1631 by
Pope Urban VIII (1568-1644) suppressed the activities
of the unconfined female Roman Catholic religious
orders that, modelled on the Jesuits, had spread
through continental Europe headed by the efforts of the
English Roman Catholic nun Mary Ward (1585-1645).
Yorkshire-born into a staunch recusant family,Ward’s
extraordinary spiritual trajectory began with her
departure from England in May 1606, intending to join
one of the Roman Catholic contemplative orders in
Flanders. After involvement in the establishment of a
new Poor Clare convent for Englishwomen in
Gravelines in 1608 she began to receive a series of
mystical visions which precipitated her founding of a
new female Roman Catholic institute modelled on the
Society of Jesus. Known as the “English Ladies”, the
group expanded, establishing schools and religious
houses across continental Europe, and operating a
clandestine female mission in England. The considerable opposition the institute attracted from within the
Roman Catholic hierarchy itself can be attributed in part to the challenge posed by the innovation of empowering women in holding active missionary and educational roles. This Brussels edition must have followed
immediately that printed in Rome – both are scarce. An English edition was published as: The suppressing of
the assembly of the pretended shee-Iesuites ... (London, 1631).
£950
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MANUSCRIPT PLAINCHANT FOR ENGLISH ROMAN CATHOLIC CONGREGATION

86. [ROMAN CATHOLIC LITURGY.] [Antiphonary for use during] Vespers &c.
[England? c.1760.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (20 x 26cm) [2], 106 pages, with additional blanks at end of
volume, with musical notation throughout in neumes for plainchant (these penned in solid ink to p.73, in outline from
p.73-106, final page left unfinished?), notation and accompanying text in Latin with titles in English, penned in black
ink, ruled in red ink, some slight offsetting and show-through of ink notation in places, very good, uncut in contemporary sheep-backed painted paper-covered boards, small area of leather loss at head of spine, light wear to extremities.
A rare example of a mid-eighteenth century
manuscript antiphonal for use during Vespers in
an English Roman Catholic congregation, this
volume, dateable to c.1760, contains musical
notation for plainchant with accompanying text
penned by an English hand in Latin with titles in
English. The eighteenth century saw a revival of
interest in plainchant amongst English Roman
Catholics, with the scribal and publishing activities of the Roman Catholic scholar John Francis
Wade (1711-1786) being at the forefront of this
movement. Presumably this volume was penned
for use either in an embassy chapel, or perhaps
for an English Roman Catholic congregation
meeting in a private chapel on a county estate.
There is also a possibility that it was intended
for use on the continent, at Douai or elsewhere,
though the fact that there is no written
indication of the scribe and that there are no
ownership markings might be considered
factors supporting the likelihood that it was
used in a semi-clandestine capacity in England.
In any case this appears to be a scarce survival.
£2750

Rare Books

SIXTEENTH CENTURY STRASBOURG REGULATES BEGGING & ALMSGIVING

87. [STRASBOURG.] Kurtzer vergriff usz der ordenungen des gemeynen Almusens, So ein
Ersamer Rat der Stat Strasburg Got dem Almechtigen zü lob fürgenommen hat, angangen
uff Michaelis Anno M.D. xxiii.
[Strasbourg, Johann Knobloch. 1523.] Broadside. Folio (35.5 x 50.5cm) in German, verso with contemporary
manuscript docket title, paper with stag watermark, a few tiny paper repairs to margins not touching text, old
horizontal & vertical fold, uncut, very good.

This large early broadside printed in Strasbourg in 1523 by Johann Knobloch (d.1528) displays an
ordinance passed 29 September 1523 concerning the regulation of almsgiving and begging in the city. The
text notes the abuse of the welfare system in Strasbourg by people who are pretending to be poor. On
account of begging women, with many children sitting in front of churches and lying in the streets
freezing to death, the council has decreed, considering that brotherly loves pleases God most, that it will
regulate the behaviour of local and foreign beggars. The city proposes to support the poor with a weekly
minimum payment and to expel the foreign poor or house them in almshouses. Furthermore, begging by
rattling tins and ringing bells will be outlawed. The poor of Strasbourg will be officially acknowledged as
such by registration and they will have to carry publicly a white and red badge. All parish churches will
have collection boxes under lock and key for donations to the poor. Those who insist on giving grain, wine
and cloth to the poor will have to hand over these goods to a city official for distribution. The city and the
parishes will name overseers of the poor and supervisors will have to witness and document their access
to donated funds. A rare and early example of the regulation of charitable giving.
OCLC lists 1 copy only (ULB Sachsen Anhalt Zentrale, Halle). Not traced in VD16.

£2500
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PROTESTANT MAGICAL PRACTICES - BOUND IN VELLUM INCUNABLE LEAF

88. GWERB, Rudolf. Bericht, Von dem abergläubigen und verbottnen, Leüth- und
Vych besägnen, und etlich dergleichen zauber-Künstlein: Als von widerbringung
gestolner oder verlohrner sachen: Von Vest und Gefrohren machen: Von Waaffensalben: und dergleichen fürwitzigen stücklein: Alles aussführlich, mit guten gründen
H. Schrifft, und bewährter Authorn: Auch mit waarhafften ynd denckwirdigen
Geschichten und Exemplen ...
Getruckt zu Zürich, Bey Hans Heinrich Hamberger, In verlegung Michael Schaufelbergers. 1646. First edition.
8vo (9.5 x 15.5cm) [20], 301, [3]pp., including final blank, last few leaves with negligible waterstain at upper
margin, title with early ink ownership inscription in margin “Petri Butti [?] ...”, engraved armorial bookplate
[c.1700?], bound in the mid-seventeenth century in a reused fragment of a rubricated vellum-printed incunable
leaf (Goff B21), yapp edges, binding with some light dust marking & wear to extremities, all edges speckled red,
overall in a very good state of preservation.

First edition, rare, of this unusual treatise on Protestant magical practices by Rudolf Gwerb (15971675) a Swiss pastor of Meilen near Zürich. This book has received considerable academic attention
as one of the most valuable collections of accounts of European Protestant folk magic of the early
modern era. Gwerb was concerned by the use of magic amongst his parishioners, who he observed
resorting to the use of spells, charms, songs, chants, conjuring formulas and incantations in order to
effect protection, healing, the return of lost property, to ward off evil spirits and shield against the
ill will of others. Gwerb makes some effort to differentiate prayers and magical blessings, identifying
in his view which practices were permissible and which cross the line into magical activity. Instances
cited of popular magical practices include midwives using spells to ease the pain of women in childbirth and the use of magic in curing livestock.

The seventeenth century binder of this volume, presumably Swiss, has used part of a folio incunable
leaf printed on vellum. Though bindings made from reused vellum manuscript leaves are seen with
some regularity, it is rare to find bindings manufactured from reused printed incunable leaves. The
example here consists of approximately the lower third of a leaf from the edition of the Catholicon,
the popular Latin dictionary compiled by Johannes Balbus (d.1298), that was printed on 30 April
1469 (Goff B21) at Augsburg by Günther Zainer (d.1478), the first printer at Augsburg. This at
present appears to be the third printed edition of the Catholicon, and the first to be printed in a type
other than Gutenberg’s (following the editions printed in Mainz [c.1460] & [c.1469]).

OCLC locates 8 copies (Gottfried Wilhelm Liebniz Bibliothek, Hannover; Herzog August Bibliothek,
Wolfenbüttel; St. Galler Bibliotheknetz; Universitätsbibliothek Basel; Universitätsbibliothek Bern;
Danish Union Catalogue; Zentralbibliothek Zürich; Swiss National Library). VD17 (23:637749T)
adds 2 copies (Universitätsbibliothek Erlangen-Nürnberg; Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg). No copy
traced in America. No copy in Cornell University or Wellcome Library catalogues. Not in Coumont.
For a detailed analysis of Gwerb’s book, see: R.W. Scribner (Lydal Roper editor), Religion and
culture in Germany (1400-1800), Brill, Leiden, 2001, pp.323-345.
£6500
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PROTESTANT SEMINARIES BANNED BY HABSBURG COUNTER-REFORMATION

89. [FERDINAND I.] Wir Ferdinand von Gottes genaden Römischer, zü Hungern und
Behaim &c. Künig ... Nachdem Uns glaublichen anlangt, das sich in Unsern Erblichen
Fürstenthumben unnd Landen hin unnd wider, Etliche underfahen, die Jugent zü
Instituirn, und Schülen zühaltern ...
[Vienna, Johann Singriener the Younger?. 1551.] Broadside. Oblong folio (approx. 52.5 x 37.5cm) in German, large
printed initial “W”, with woodcut signature “Ferdinand” printed below text, contemporary red wax seal residue at lower
margin, contemporary manuscript endorsements at foot of sheet and to blank verso, small marginal tear along one fold
not touching printed text, negligible paper toning along old folds, uncut, very good.

An early example of Counter-Reformation legislation, this rare broadside contains the text of an edict
dated 21/25 August 1551 issued in Vienna in the name of Ferdinand I (1503-1564) outlining a response
to the emergence of sectarian seminaries that were springing up, propagating in particular new variants
of Protestant doctrine, including Calvinism. The text notes that students, whose souls were being imperilled by the dissemination of sectarian concepts, should be schooled only in the old true Christian faith.
Therefore only teachers who have studied at Vienna University or have been examined and approved by
a bishop shall be admitted to teach. Those acting against this decree shall be punished severely and exiled
from Habsburg territories. The import, distribution, possession and reading at home of sectarian literature shall be punished by the loss of all books and other belongings. It may be that the curbing of
Protestant teaching in Vienna had been given impetus by the arrival of the first Jesuits in the city in May
1551, with a Jesuit college being founded there in the same year.
We have not been able to trace another example of this broadside: not traced in OCLC, VD16 or Austrian
National Library.

£2250

Rare Books

FRENCH POPULAR PIETY DISPLAYED IN WOODCUT CRUCIFIXION

90. [PICARD, Alphonse.] Voyez, chers disciples, les souffrances de votre Saveur, qu’il a bien
voulu endurer pour vous sauver de la mort éternelle et vous ouvrir les portes du ciel.
[Caen.] Picard imprimeur en taille-douce et fabricant d’images découpées et autres, rue des Teinturiers, no. 6. [c.1833.]
Print. Large folio (two conjoined sheets, total dimensions approx. 53.5 x 80cm) woodcut with contemporary handcolour,
uncut edges, old central horizontal fold along join at centre, very good.

In excellent condition, this unusually large crucifixion print, a woodcut with contemporary handcolour
in yellow, blue, orange and green, displays Christ on the Cross with medallion portraits of the twelve
Apostles around the border of the sheet. It is a good example of the sort of bold imagerie populaire
produced in France in the first half of the nineteenth century. This sheet was produced in Caen in
northern France, one of the French centres for the production of popular devotional prints, and bears the
imprint of the prominent printmaking family Picard. The address in the imprint, rue des Teinturiers, no.
6, was the address of Alphonse Picard (1806-1835), active between c.1831 and 1835.
Garnier, N., L’imagerie populaire Française, I, 602.

£2500
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FRENCH STOIC MAXIMS PRINTED ON VELLUM

91. [PHILOSOPHY.] Maximes du sage.
[France?, c.1700?] Broadside, printed on single sheet of vellum (approx. 31.5 x 53 cm) the French text framed
by painted floral border in bodycolour, old central horizontal fold, some slight undulation to the vellum in
places, several small wormholes running across centre of sheet, coloured border with some negligible rubbing at
extremities, blank verso a little dusty, vellum with some slight toning, overall in a very good state of preservation.

Printed on vellum, this large and decorative French broadside of c.1700 displays twenty wise
maxims framed by a decorative handpainted floral border. These “maximes du sage” offer Stoic
counsel for the governement of the mind, emotions and body:

“Adore le Createur de l’Univers, & l’aïme de toute ton Ame: Honore ceux qui t’ont mis au monde;
obeïs aux loix; revere les Puissances: Faits à autruy comme tu voudrois qu’on te fît à ton mesme.
Sois humain, civil & bien faisant à tous les hommes. Aïme tes proches, aïme tes amis; mais plus que
tour aime ta Patrie, & procure le bien public. Respecte les gens de bien, fuy les méchans, & ne hante
que ceux à qui tu veux ressembler, Reconnois les biensfairs, n’attire pas les injures, Connois-toy
toy-mesme, mesure tes desseins à tes forces, ta dépense à ton bien, & l’un & l’autre à la raison.
Exerce moderement ton corps, applique fortement ton esprit: Ecoûte beaucoup, parle peu, regle
tes pensées & pese tes paroles. Abhorre le menteur & le mensonage, mais souviens-toy que toutes
vertitez ne sont pas toûjours bonnes à dire, Pardonne beucoup aux autres, rien à toy, & sois plûtost
ennemy de tes vices. Que censeur de ceux d’autruy, Songe que le repentir suit de pres la faute, &
que le premier fruit des bonnes actions est la plaisir qu’il y a de les faire. Ne prens jamais de
mauvaises voyes pour arriver a une bonne fin. Tiens les flateurs pour tes plus grands ennemis, pour
tes meilleurs amis ceux qui te voyent plutost à cause de toy qu’à cause d’eux-mesmes. Prens
conseil, mais forme tes resolutions toy-mesme. Sois ferme non pas opiniâtre, & si tu as à changer
d’avis, que ce soit par raison, non par legereté. Desire ce que t’est propre, supporte ce qui t’arrive.
Sois le maître non pas l’esclave de tes passions, qu’elles servent à t’avancer, non pas à t’égarer.
Modere tes desirs, tu augmenteras tes biens, il est assés riche qui est content, & il est content qui
est sage.”
We have not been able to trace another example of this broadside, however the maxims appear to
be almost identical to the text of a fine manuscript penned on vellum most probably prepared at
the behest of king Louis XIV (1638-1715) for the philosophical education of his son Louis, the
Grand Dauphin (1661-1711) (see: Sotheby’s, Paris, 6 July 2017, collection of Madame Djahanguir
Riahi, lot 28).
£4500
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MASTER MEZZOTINT AFTER GUIDO RENI’S CRUCIFIXION OF ST. PETER

92. VAILLANT, Wallerant. S. Petrus Apostolus Crucifixus.
[Amsterdam.] W.Vaillant fec. Excud. Guido Ren.s pinx. Romæ. [c.1670.] Mezzotint. (sheet 26.3 x 31.6cm, platemark
25.4 x 31.5cm) a fine impression, two small old corner paper adhesions to blank verso, in very good condition.

A fine impression of this scarce mezzotint engraved by Wallerant Vaillant (1623-1677), a painter and printmaker of the Dutch Golden Age, celebrated in particular as the first professional engraver to work in
mezzotint. Vaillant is thought to have had a hand in the invention of the mezzotint process while experimenting with printmaking techniques during his tutoring of Prince Rupert of the Rhine (1619-1682) in
etching. Depicting the crucifixion of St. Peter, he produced this image after the painting by Guido Reni
(1575-1642) of 1604-5, now in the Vatican collections. This engraving shows Guido Reni’s composition in
reverse. The other principal difference is the format of the image, Vaillant having widened the dimensions,
adding more mountainous background landscape, enveloping the crucifixion scene with a brooding
darkness. From amongst the more than two hundred mezzotints produced by Vaillant this is one of a small
number of prints after paintings by Italian and Dutch masters depicting scences from the Old Testament. It
is an excellent example of Vaillant’s virtuosity as the earliest master in the medium of mezzotint.
Wesseley 98; Hollstein 34.

£1950
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FIRST PROFESSIONAL PRINTMAKER IN MEZZOTINT

93. VAILLANT, Wallerant. [Judith with the head of Holofernes].
[Amsterdam.] Guido reni Invent.W.Vaillant fe [c.1670.] Mezzotint. (platemark 25.2 cm x 39.5cm) thread margins, some
light rubbing to surface, very small area of marginal loss at margin at head of sheet, two small old corner paper adhesions
to blank verso, very good.

Wallerant Vaillant (1623-1677), a painter and printmaker of the Dutch Golden Age, is celebrated in
particular as the first professional engraver to work in mezzotint. He is thought to have had a hand in the
invention of the mezzotint process while experimenting with printmaking techniques during his tutoring of
Prince Rupert of the Rhine (1619-1682) in etching. Depicting Judith with the head of Holofernes, he
produced this image after the painting by Guido Reni (1575-1642), now in the Sedlmayer collection,
Geneva. This engraving shows Guido Reni’s composition in reverse. From amongst the more than two
hundred mezzotints produced by Vaillant this is one of a small number of prints after paintings by Italian and
Dutch masters depicting scences from the Old Testament. It is an excellent example of Vaillant’s virtuosity
as the earliest master in the medium of mezzotint.
Wesseley 74; Hollstein 17. Provenance: Christopher Lennox-Boyd (1941-2012).

£1250
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MANUSCRIPT PIETY PENNED BY WIFE OF CLAPHAM RECTOR

94. NOURSE, Jane
Cadogan. [Religious
commonplace
book.] My pearls.
[London,
c.1804c.1840.]
Autograph
manuscript, ink on paper.
4to (16 x 21cm) [26,
tabbed index], 704 pages,
several sections penned in a
second hand (perhaps Rev.
James Hyde Gill?), a few
drawings and manuscript
notes pasted in, very good
in contemporary plain
vellum, rubbed but sound,
front cover with ink
inscription: “My pearls.”

This substantial manuscript commonplace book on a religious theme was compiled between c.1804 and
c.1840 by Jane Cadogan Nourse (d.1849) née Gill, wife of Rev. William Nourse (d.1835), rector of
Clapham (1821-1835) and curate of Patching (1826-1835). It offers a voluminous overview of early
nineteenth century Anglican piety, combining extracts literary, poetic and religious, records of sermons
given by her husband, biblical quotations, moral musings, notes concerning family and friends, prayers and
devotional exhortations: “pearls from Fenelon ... the antiquity of the Vaudois church ... the Jews,
prophecies concerning them ... memoir of the Revd. Henry Martyr late fellow of St. John’s College
Cambridge & chaplain to the Hon.ble East India Company ... “Let there be light” a mission hymn by Mrs
Sigourney New York ...”
LIFE OF CHRIST “FOR THE CHILDREN OF THE POOR”

£950

95. D’OYLY, Catherine. The history of the life and death of our Blessed Saviour.
Southampton, printed and sold by T. Baker. 1794. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22.5cm) vi, 13, 8-711, [1]pp., first issue
(i.e. without inserted leaf with “list of subscribers in Scotland”), very good in contemporary straight-grain red morocco,
small marginal closed tear to final leaf (no loss), marbled pastedowns, flat spine ruled and direct-lettered in gilt, all
edges gilt, light wear to extremities.
A fine copy in contemporary red morocco of the first edition of this
scarce life of Christ composed by Catherine D’Oyly for use in the
Christian education of poor children. A lengthy list of subscribers follows
the authors introductory address in which she explains her motivation for
writing: “Having much leisure, and wishing to employ it as usefully as
possible, she some years ago took upon herself the superintendence of
one of those private charitable establishments, which have been instituted
in various parts of the kingdom, for the increase of religion and encouragement of industry amongst the children of the poor; and that she might
perform this voluntary duty so as to make a lasting impression upon the
minds of her pupils, she determined attentively to peruse the sacred
Scriptures, with the several excellent commentaries, and to intersperse
such observations of her own mind as might enable her to fulfil that
pleasing duty ...”
ESTC lists 7 copies only (bL; bGu; bE; bO; bNT; nCaOHM; oAuTU).

£450

LONDON CHARITY SERMON FOR
POOR WELSH CHILDREN

Rare Books

96. [WALES.] At St. Clement Dane
Strand on Monday the 2.d of March
1778 will be a sermon preached by the
Right Rev.d the Lord Bishop of
Chester; for the benefit of the poor
children descended of Welch parents,
born in or near London ...
[London.]W. Cole sculpt Newgate Str. [1778.]
Handbill, engraved, printed in sepia ink (17 x
21.5cm) engraved arms at head of sheet, old folds,
very good.
Printed in sepia ink this engraved handbill
advertises a charity sermon “for the benefit
of the poor children descended of Welch
parents, born in or near London” preached
at St. Clement Danes on the Strand 2 March
1778 by the newly-appointed Bishop of
Chester Beilby Porteus (1731-1809). The
handbill bears the imprint of the engraver
and copper plate printer William Cole of
Newgate Street.
£250

EDINBURGH PUBLICAN, TOWN CRIER & POET

97. [GLASS, Willison.] Proposals for publishing by subscription, the Albyn Poesy, a small
volume of songs ...
[Edinburgh, 1829.] Handbill. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [1]pp., together with: autograph letter signed by Willison Glass to
Sir Herbert Taylor, Edinburgh, 20 January 1829, 4to (20 x 25cm) [1] page penned on recto of first leaf of bifolium,
verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, postal markings, old folds, very good.

This handbill of 1829 advertises
“proposals for publishing by
subscription, the Albyn Poesy, a
small volume of songs” by Willison
Glass, Edinburgh publican, town
crier and poet. Proprietor of a
small public house, Glass was
editor of The Caledonian Parnassus; a
museum of original Scottish songs
(1812). The sheet bears also a
printed “Song for New Year’s
Morning, 1829.” A collection of
his poems were published as The
Album; a collection of poems and songs
(1811). Included with the handbill
is an autograph letter signed by
Glass addressed to Sir Herbert
Taylor (1775-1839), then private
secretary King George IV. We have
not traced any record of this
handbill, or “the Albyn Poesy.”
£250
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AMERICAN CONNECTIONS IN METHODIST SAMMELBAND

98. HALIFAX, Samuel. Saint Paul’s doctrine of justification by faith explained in three
discourses, preached before the University of Cambridge, in the year 1760.
Cambridge, printed by J. Bentham. 1762. Second edition. [4], viii, 68pp. [BOUND WITH]

GREEN, John. The principles and practices of the Methodists farther considered; in a
letter to the Reverend Mr. George Whitefield.
Cambridge, printed by J. Bentham. 1761. First edition. [2], 74pp. [BOUND WITH]

GREEN, John. The principles and practices of the Methodists considered, in some letters
to the leaders of that sect. The first addressed to the Reverend Mr. B-e. Wherein are
some remarks on his two letters to a clergyman in Nottinghamshire, lately published.
London, printed for W. Bristow. 1761. Second edition, corrected. [2], 78pp. [BOUND WITH]

[DOUGLAS, John.] An apology for the clergy; with a view to expose the groundless
assertions of a late commentator on the 107th psalm; and to undeceive the admirers of
certain popular declaimers, by shewing the dangerous consequences of their manner of
preaching.
London, printed for S. Bladon. 1755. Second edition. [2], 37, [1]pp. [BOUND WITH]

Rare Books

DOWNES, John. Methodism examined and exposed: or, the clergy’s duty of
guarding their flocks against false teachers.
London, printed for John Rivington. [1759.] First edition. 106, [2]pp. [BOUND WITH]

[GREY, Zachary.] A serious address to Lay-Methodists, to beware of the false
pretences of their teachers. With an appendix, containing an account of the fatal
and bloody effects of enthusiasm; in the case of the family of the Dutartres, in SouthCarolina. Which was attended with the murder of two persons, and the execution of
four for those murders.
London, printed for William Russel. 1745. First edition. [2], 29, [1]pp. [BOUND WITH]

WESLEY, John. Original letters between the Reverend Mr. John Wesley, and Mr.
Richard Tompson, respecting the doctrine of assurance, as held by the former:
wherein that tenet is fully examined. With some strictures on Christian perfection.
London, printed for L. Davis. 1760. First edition. 52pp. [BOUND WITH]

[GIBSON, Edmund.] The Bishop of London’s pastoral letter to the people of his
diocese; ... by way of caution, against lukewarmness on one hand, and enthusiasm
on the other.
London, printed by S. Buckley. 1739. Fourth edition. 32pp. [BOUND WITH]

DODD, William. A conference, between a mystic, an Hutchinsonian, a Calvinist, a
Methodist, a member of the Church of England, and others. Wherein the tenets of
each are freely examined, and discussed.
London, printed for L. Davis. [1761.] First edition. [4], 103, [1]pp. [BOUND WITH]

TRAPP, Joseph. The nature, folly, sin, and danger, of being righteous over-much; with
a particular view to the doctrines and practices of certain modern enthusiasts.
London, printed for William Russel. 1758. Fifth edition. 68pp. [BOUND WITH]

STOKES, Joseph. Observations on the assistance of the Holy-Spirit.
London, printed for A.Webley. 1760. First edition. xiv, [2], 38pp., together 11 pamphlets bound in 1 volume,
8vo (13.5 x 20.5cm) several title-pages with early ink ownership signatures of “John Botham”, very good in
eighteenth century sheep-backed patterned paper boards, spine with original gilt-stamped label, wear to extremities, joints cracked but boards remaining attached firmly on stitching.

This sammelband of 11 primarily Methodist-related tracts contains a number of scarce titles.
Zachary Grey’s A serious address to Lay-Methodists (1745) includes “an account of the fatal and bloody
effects of enthusiasm; in the case of the family of the Dutartres, in South-Carolina. Which was
attended with the murder of two Persons, and the execution of four for those murders”. Original
letters between the Reverend Mr. John Wesley, and Mr. Richard Tompson, respecting the doctrine of assurance
(1760) appears to be very scarce (Baker 202B). The tract by Joseph Stokes, “curate of All Hallows
Steyning” titled Observations on the assistance of the Holy-Spirit (1760) is perhaps the rarest item here,
with ESTC listing 4 copies only (Birmingham Central Libraries; British Library; Lambeth Palace
Library; Chetham’s Library, Manchester).
£2500
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SHOEMAKER IN THE HAMPTONS AFTER REVOLUTIONARY WAR

99. [HOWELL, Matthew.] Matthew Howell’s Book of accompts ...
[Southampton (Long Island, New York), 1784-c.1816.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (21 x 32cm) [12,
index], 69, 67-73 leaves, numbered on versos, with accounts penned on both rectos & versos, old waterstaining throughout
but entirely legible, first few leaves a little frayed at edges (no loss of text), first page with ink inscription:“Matthew Howell’s
Book of accompts Southampton Decr. 6th Anno Dom 1784”, contemporary plain vellum, discoloured in places with wear
to extremities but binding sound, together with: [Receipt recording subscription by “Mr Matthew Howell to Alden Spooner,
Dr. for the Long-Island Star, from June 1, 1812, to December 1, 1812 . ...” single sheet (16 x 16.5cm) printed receipt with
manuscript completions.

This manuscript account book records the shoemaking business of Matthew Howell (1764-1824) of
Southampton, Long Island, New York, between 1784 and c.1816. Howell had served during the American
War of Independence, enlisting in 1776 in the regiment of Col. Josiah Smith (1723-1786). After the war, on
16 January 1786 at Sag Harbor, he married Hannah Latham (1767-1834). Howell’s activity as a cordwainer,
making and repairing different types of shoes for local residents, seems to have occupied most of his time,
however he is recorded also tanning hides, carting hay and selling foodstuffs including cheese and corn. He
must have had some knowledge of the language of the Shinnecock tribe of Native American Indians as there
is a record of him charging “Zebulon Wick” 4 shillings “to right in Shinecock” [fol. 23]. The accounts of more
than one hundred customers are listed, with names including: Obadiah Cooper, Thomas Jones, David Burnet,
Matthew Sayre, William White, Silas Cooper, Abraham Sayre, Hannah Brown, John Millar, Charles Cooper,
Capt. William Havens, Paul Sayre, Nathan Jagger, Moses Halsey, Peter Negro, Ephraim Howell, Stephen
Howell, Moses Culver Junr., Joseph Goldsmith, Silas Paine, Silvanus Jagger, Thomas Backster, John Rennels,
the celebrated silversmith Elias Pelletreau (1726-1810), Joel Sandford, Henry Smith, James Jagger,
Mehitabel Stephens, Uriah Rogers, Zebulon Wick, Silas Halsey, James Post, Daniel Mulford, Isaack Ludlam,
Wakeman Foster, Christopher Foster, Capt. James White, Solomon Stockhouse, Lemuel Halsey, Joseph
Goodall, Jeremiah Ludlam, Adonijah Raynor, David Jacob (a member of the Shinnecock tribe of Native
American Indians) and John Green.
This substantial manuscript volume constitutes a valuable record of Southampton social history at the end of
the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century.
£6500
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COMMON PRAYER IN MANX FOR USE ON THE ISLE OF MAN

100. [ISLE OF MAN.] The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and
other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of The church of England:
together with The psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in
churches. Translated into Manks, for the use of the Diocese of Mann.
London, printed by J. and W. Oliver. 1765. First edition of this translation. 8vo (14 x 21cm) [194] leaves, complete with
2 final blanks, nineteenth century armorial bookplate, flyleaf with ink inscription (Francis Berton Perry, 1948), contemporary dark blue morocco gilt, boards with outer dog-tooth border, fillet and roll of acorns and foliage, composite lozengeshaped centrepiece to each board, spine gilt in compartments with red morocco label, all edges gilt, marbled endpapers, some
neglible paper toning, some wear to joints but sound, light rubbing to extremities.

First edition, rare, of the first printed translation of The book of common prayer into the Manx language of the
Isle of Man. The final leaf records that it was “translated under the direction of the Right Rev. Dr Mark
Hildesley, lord bishop of Sodor and Mann, by the clergy of that diocese. Revised by the Reverend Mr Matthias
Curghey, vicar general and rector of St. Mary Ballaugh, the Reverend Mr Philip Moore, rector of St. Bride,
and chaplain of Douglas, the Reverend Mr James Wilks, episcopal register and vicar of St. Michael, and the
press corrected by the Reverend Mr Thomas Corlett.” Hildesley also supervised the translation of The Bible
into Manx, some financial assistance being provided to these Manx translation projects by The Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge. This copy, bound in gilt-tooled contemporary blue morocco, presumably
was one of a number of superior copies produced for presentation.

Darlow and Moule 6634 (note). Griffith p.532. ESTC records only 11 copies (bL; bC (2); bGu; bLlp; bO;
bLs; bLspck; bSAN; bMRu; nICN).
£1950
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FINE POCKET DIARY WITH SILVER PENCIL HOLDER

101. [LANDSEER, John.] Le Souvenir or Pocket tablet for MDCCCVIII.
Printed for W. Suttaby ... [... by Cox, son and Baylis, 75, Great Queen-Street.] [1807.] 12mo (12 x 8cm)
[20] engraved leaves (including engraved frontispiece & title), 72pp. (letterpress), in contemporary straightgrain black morocco, fold-over flap & sides edged with silver trim, silver slide-buttoned clasp chased with
initials “AR”, pink silk concertina flaps at either end, with original silver pencil-holder, all edges gilt, light
wear to extremities, very good.

Bound in contemporary black morocco with silver trim and clasp initialled “AR”, this is a
superior copy of a scarce pocket book. It retains the accompanying original silver pencil holder
which is topped with a small red glass intaglio seal matrix depicting the head of a woman.
Begun as Le souvenir or pocket remembrancer in c.1792 the title appears to have changed c.1801 to
Le Souvenir or pocket tablet, offering decorative leaves for penning daily memoranda, and pages
for noting down daily and annual accounts, with appended letterpress section including a diary,
almanac and court, legal, diplomatic and military listings. Of particular note is the inclusion of
an engraved frontispiece, title and 12 landscape vignettes by the accomplished engraver John
George Landseer (1762-1852), father of the celebrated animal painter Edwin Landseer (18021873).
OCLC lists 1 copy only of this edition (Cambridge University Library).

£450
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WINCHESTER COLLEGE LONG ROLL FOR 1785

102. [WINCHESTER COLLEGE.] [A Winchester College
Long Roll listing the masters and pupils on 22 October
1785.]
[Winchester, 1785.] Printed scroll, engraved on single sheet of vellum
(approx. 12.9 x 99cm) completed in manuscript, engraved arms of the
college at head of sheet, very good.

Engraved on vellum, this printed roll with manuscript completions lists the masters and pupils at Winchester College on 22
October 1785 and would have been sold to one of the pupils
contemporaneously. Under the engraved college arms the
masters, also engraved, are listed first, followed by names of the
pupils penned in manuscript, arranged by class. The headmaster
at this time was the academic and literary critic Joseph Warton
(1722-1800), headmaster between 1766 and 1793. Rolls of this
type, known as Winchester Long Rolls, survive from the mid
seventeenth century, and are still produced by the college today.

For the history of the Winchester Long Roll, see: C.W. Holgate,
Winchester Long Rolls, 1653-1751 (Winchester, 1899).
HOLBORN JEWELLER & TOY MAN

£450

103. [METCALF, John.] Metcalf, jeweller, hardware and
toy man, no.54, Holborn-Hill, opposite Hatton-Garden
...
[London, c.1790.] Trade card, letterpress on card (9.1 x 6.2cm) blank
verso with contemporary watercolour trials, very good.

A letterpress trade card for John Metcalf, “jeweller, hardware and
toy man, no.54, Holborn-Hill, opposite Hatton-Garden”,
London. A variety of Metcalf’s wares are listed: “great choice of
ear-rings, fancy and wedding rings; lockets, bracelets, breastpins, necklaces, watch-chains; and a variety of trinkets in gold,
silver, and metal; pocket-books of every kind; toothpick-cases in
gold, silver, and ivory, of every sort; pen-knives, scissars, purses,
and beads in the greatest variety; silver and plated shoe and knee
buckles, spurs, &c. &c. N.B. mourning and fancy rings, and all
kinds of jewellery, on the shortest notice.
£250
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BAROQUE FOB SEAL FROM ERA OF QUEEN ANNE

104. [STONEHOUSE, John.][A triple-sided rotating fob seal bearing the arms of Sir John
Stonehouse, Lady Penelope Stonehouse and related crest.]
[England, c.1710.] Fob seal, steel (height 4.3cm) the triple-sided rotating matrix mounted within a flat pierced &
engraved housing decorated with floral flourishes, flowers & bird heads, incorporating suspension loop, attached to a
contemporaneous related fob chain with 3 watch keys (1 articulated) & a second fob seal, steel (height 2.8cm) with
engraved black [glass?] matrix, overall in a very good state of preservation.

Displaying skilled English craftsmanship of the era of Queen Anne, this triple-sided rotating fob seal bears
matrices engraved with the arms of Sir John Stonehouse (1672-1733), his wife Lady Penelope Stonehouse,
née Dashwood, and a dog emblem, the Stonehouse family crest. The stylised baroque flourishes of the
engraved and pierced housing incorporate foliage, flowers and bird heads. Attached to the same chain is a
second smaller fob seal, the matrix depicting a dove bearing an olive branch, and three watch keys, one
articulated. Sir John Stonehouse married Penelope Dashwood in 1706 so this fob seal must have been made
soon afterwards, perhaps c.1710. Radley Hall in Oxfordshire, now part of Radley College, was built for
Stonehouse in the 1720s.
£2500

Rare Books

ZODIAC DISPLAYED ON ASTROLOGICAL FAN

105. [FAN.] The Zodiac.
[London.] Publish’d 22 Dec.r 1788 by I. Pike Cheapside. Fan, engraved on paper (sheet length 14.5cm) on original
wooden sticks (length 24.5cm), breaks to 5 ribs at join with fan paper resulting in small tears touching a few letters
at lower margin of sheet, light wear to extremities, overall in a very good state of preservation.

This rare eighteenth century engraved fan was produced in London in 1788 at the fan manufactory of
John Pike at 1 Friday Street, Cheapside. The engraved border incorporates roundels depicting the signs
of the zodiac with other information on the fan including a calendar with astronomical information and
dates of saints days.
Not in Schreiber collection.

£1250
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POSTERS FOR RADICAL PUBLISHER’S POPULAR MISCELLANIES

106. HONE, William. [Four posters advertising issues of Hone’s Every-Day Book and Table
Book .]
[London, February 1825 to October 1827.] 4 broadsides, each folio (approx. 29 x 45 cm) printed on rectos of sheets
of yellow or buff-coloured paper, some negligible marginal fraying or dustiness at edges, overall very good.

A group of four large posters printed between 1825 and 1827 for the radical bookseller and publisher
William Hone (1780-1842) to advertise successive parts of his Every-day Book and Table Book, popular
miscellanies for which he was celebrated. Inspired by the ideas of Thomas Holcroft (1745-1809) and
William Godwin (1756-1836) Hone set up in business on Lambeth Walk in London c.1800 involving
himself in various political movements, including acting as secretary in 1807 to the short-lived The society
for the gradual abolition of the poor’s rate, supporting protests against the rising prices of theatre tickets
and agitating for improvements of conditions in lunatic asylums. It was his politically-motivated trial in
1817 for blasphemy for the publication of three parodies that brought him fame - representing himself,
he was acquitted (in three successive trials), riding on a wave of public support for both the freedom of
the press and a credible system of trial by jury. As a result of his new-found popularity Hone was able to
move to 45 Ludgate Hill. In the 1820s he went on to produce a series of miscellanies that were influential in providing informative literary and historical content issued in parts in an affordable format aimed
at a broad readership. These posters, printed on yellow or buff-coloured paper, must have been intended
for placing in the window of Hone’s shop or nearby. Little of this sort of large-format advertising material
from the early nineteenth century has survived.
£950

Rare Books

YORKSHIRE WRITERS COLLECTED IN MANUSCRIPT CATALOGUE

107. [COPLEY, Robert.] A catalogue of writers born in Yorkshire.
[Yorkshire?, c.1729.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (15 x 19cm) [6, index] pages, [112] leaves, in
English, manuscript text penned on rectos and some versos also, unidentified 19th century heraldic bookplate, very
good in contemporary vellum, sometime rebacked to style, nineteenth century red leather label titled in gilt, light
wear to extremities.

This substantial manuscript “catalogue of writers born in Yorkshire” compiled c.1729 can be attributed
firmly to Robert Copley (1681-1746) of Nether Hall, Doncaster, on the basis of several pasted-in notes
in the same hand making reference to his father John Copley (1666-1723). Matriculating 1703, Robert
Copley attended Clare College Cambridge and seems to have been something of an antiquary. The
entries here, arranged alphabetically by author, combine biographical, historical and antiquarian information on more than three hundred writers that Copley has identified as Yorkshire-born, ranging from
antiquity to the eighteenth century, including “Ascham [Roger] ... Bate [John] ... Coverdale [Miles] ...
Eambaldus Senior ... Frobisher [Martin] ... Gregorius de Bridlington ... Haymo ... Lassels [Richard] ...
Marvel [Andrew] ... Rymer [Thomas] ... Thoresby [Ralph] ... Wickliff [John].” Copley makes references
to his bibliographical sources throughout.
£2500
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY CAMBRIDGE NEWSPAPERS

108. [FLETCHER, T. & HODSON, F.] The Cambridge Chronicle and Journal.
Cambridge, printed by T. Fletcher & F. Hodson ... [1784: F. Hodson] [1785: E. Hodson]. 54 separate issues, dating betwen
1769-1785. Issues: 1769: December:16#373; 30#375.1770: August: 18#408. 1771: June: 1#449, 8#450, July:
13#455, 27#457, August: 17#460, September: 21#465, 28#466, November: 2#471, December: 7#476.1772:
January: 11#481, April: 18#495, 25#496, May: 2#497, 9#498, 16#490, 23#500, 30#501, June: 13#503, July:
11#507, November: 28#527. 1773: March 6#541, 13#542, 27#544, April: 3#545, 10#546, June: 26#557,
July:3#558, 10#559. 1774: March: 26#596, April: 23#600, May: 14#603, August: 13#616, September: 17#621,
24#622, October: 1#623, November: 5#628, December : 10#633, 17#634, 31#636. 1784: January: 31#1110,
June: 5#1128, July: 24#1135.1785: March: 5#1167, 12#1168, 19#1169, 26#1170, April: 23#1174, June:
11#1181, August: 20#1191, November: 5#1202, December: 24#1209. Folio (approx. 30.5 x 45cm) each of [4]pp.,
each issue unbound as issued, edges uncut, a few small marginal tears, stains, or areas of dust marking (not affecting
legibility of text), overall in a very good state of preservation.

This group of rare eighteenth century issues of this Cambridge-printed newspaper are dated between 1769
and 1785, numbering 54 separate issues in total. The Cambridge Chronicle and Journal, was founded by printers
Francis Hodson (d.1812) and Thomas Fletcher, their imprint reading on the earliest issue from 1769 here: “T.
Fletcher & F. Hodson, at their offices on the Market-Hill, and near the Senate-house: where all sorts of blank
warrants, overseers appointments, highway, window and land-tax warrants, club orders, &c. are printed
neatly and correctly; with every other king of business on the letter and rolling press”. In addition to London
news, in particular parliamentary reports, some foreign news was included in the paper. Several issues here
from 1774 report on political developments in North America, in particular in Boston, during the build up
to the outbreak of the American War of Independence. However this was primarily a regional newspaper
centred on Cambridge and serving other areas of East Anglia, including Norfolk, Suffolk and Lincolnshire.
The principal content consists of Cambridge news, college notices and events, with announcements regarding
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, local apothecaries and physicians, and many medical advertisements, including for
London-manufactured patent medicines. Banking, lotteries, and insurance also feature, together with details
of local auctions of estates, houses and chattels and farming-related entries. Fashion tips, stock prices, lost
property, job advertisements and announcements of newly-published books feature too, in addition to recreational announcements for theatrical events, balls, horse racing meetings, boxing matches and cock fighting.
Taken as a whole the content offers much valuable information concerning life in Cambridge and the
surrounding countryside at the end of the eighteenth century.
Some of the issues here appear not to be located in the holdings listed in ESTC which locates incomplete runs
of issues at 6 U.K. institutions, though the holdings details identify that several of these locations consist only
a very small number of individual issues (bL; bCcc; bCt; bSAW; bO).
£2500

Rare Books

GHOSTLY BALLADS COLLECTED BY GOTHIC NOVELIST

109. LEWIS, Matthew. Tales of wonder ... in two volumes.
London, printed by W. Bulmer ... and sold by J. Bell. 1801. First edition. 2 volumes. 8vo (16 x 25.5cm) [4], 236; [4],
237-482, [2]pp., a fine set in contemporary mottled calf, boards ruled in gilt with central panels with floral cornerpieces, flat spines tooled in gilt compartments with two bird tools, black leather labels titled & numbered in gilt,
marbled paper pastedowns, engraved heraldic bookplates of George Forbes, sixth earl of Granard.

A fine, large, set in superior contemporary bindings of the first edition of this seminal miscellany of
Gothic tales in ballad form, written and collected by the novelist Matthew Lewis (1775-1818), author of
the terror novel The monk (1795). Focusing on the supernatural, horrific and ghostly, this publication
exerted a powerful influence on the Romantic imagination, the contents including a combination of
reworkings of traditional ballads together with original material, including nine pieces composed by
Lewis, among them “The Cloud-King”, “Osric the lion”, “The gay gold ring” and “Giles Jollup the grave,
and Brown Sally Green”. Walter Scott (1771-1832) contributed five ballads, and Robert Southey (17741843) provided eight. Also included were translations from the German of Johann Gottfried Herder
(1744-1803) and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832).
The provenance of George Forbes, 6th Earl of Grannard (1760-1837) of Castle Forbes in County
Longford, is noteworthy: his library, dispersed Sothebys 21 July 1993, included many rare gothic novels.
Todd & Bowden 7Aa. Summers p.529.
£1250
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LETTERS PENNED BY PROMINENT EVANGELICAL ANGLICAN

110. BEALE,Thomas. [Seventy five autograph letters, the majority addressed to his sister
Sibylla, updating her on his activities and offering spiritual counsel.]
[Queen’s College Oxford; Pershore (Worcestershire); Bengeworth (Gloucestershire) & elsewhere.] May 1754 – March
1776. 75 autograph letters, the majority signed, 4to & Folio on single leaves & bifolia, totalling approx. [204] pages
of manuscript text, the letters postally used, many with manuscript address panels, remnants of wax seals, occasional
marginal fraying or tears along old folds with loss of a few words, some negligible dust marking not affecting legibility,
overall in very good condition; together with: BEALE, Thomas. Hymns. [c.1770.] Autograph manuscript. 4to. [7]
pages of text penned on [6] leaves, unbound; Ordination certificate for Thomas Beale as priest. 24 September 1758.
Manuscript on vellum, signed by bishop of Worcester Isaac Maddox, embossed paper wafer seal appended; & 4
eighteenth century Beale family-related documents.
A substantial group of seventy-five autograph letters penned between 1754 and 1776 by the Rev.
Thomas Beale (1733-1805), addressed primarily to his sister Sibylla (1737-1778). The son of Thomas
Beale (d.1784) of Newent, Gloucestershire, Beale was educated at Queen’s College Oxford (BA: 1754,
MA: 1757). Curate of Pershore, Shropshire (1756-1767) and perpetural curate of Bengeworth (17721793) near Evesham in Worcestershire, in the late 1760s he became a member of of a society of
Evangelical Anglican clergyman meeting in Shropshire organised by the influential Methodist writer
John Fletcher (1729-1785), curate of Madeley (see: Peter S. Fosaith (ed.), “Unexampled labours”:
Letters of the Revd John Fletcher to leaders in the Evangelical Revival, Peterborough: Epworth, 2008,
p.210). Beale is known to have maintained a friendship with Selina Hastings, countess of Huntingdon
(1707-1791) and was on amiable terms with John Wesley (1703-1791) who made numerous preaching
visits to Bengeworth, staying with Beale in his house in 1771.
The letters here, beginning in 1754 during Beale’s time at Oxford, contain a mixture of personal, family
and local news, evangelical spiritual counsel and, occasionally, poetry, including some religious verse
composed by Beale himself. Also present is a manuscript containing several hymns in Beale’s hand –
these appear also to be of his own composition. The development of his evangelical sensibility can be
charted here in the extensive spiritual advice to his sister Sibylla. However more worldy matters feature
also. One letter describes the curiosities in Queen’s College library, another provides a very lengthy
description of the three days of ceremonies at Oxford in July 1756 celebrating the gift by Henrietta
Louise Fermor, countess of Pomfret (1698-1761) of part of the Arundel marbles to the Ashmolean
Museum. There are numerous mentions of Beale’s excursions around the West of England, recording
meetings with friends and acquaintances, including other clergymen. He also recommends books to his
sister, and discusses medical matters – one letter offers a remedy for “ye chin cough”. Several letters
from 1763 record tours around London, including an account of a visit to the newly-opened British
Museum. Covering a period of more than twenty years, the correspondence offers an intimate portrait
of Beale’s inner and outer world.

“I am more and more convinced of ye difficulty of making any proficiency in holiness, especially if a
person does not begin early in life, & yet I am as fully convinced that no one can be happy without it &
this makes me earnest with you that you may lose no time, but speedily set about a work that cannot
be entered upon too soon & employ yourself in eradicating every corrupt & vicious temper while it is
yet young & tender, & implanting all those virtues which in due season my bring forth ye peaceful fruits
of righteousness. Consider this is both your duty & happiness, you were not sent into the world only to
eat & drink, dress, sleep & converse, these & such like offices necessary as they are, ought to be
reckoned ye lowest part of life, as a Christian you are to look above them & make it your business to
adorn your soul with all those graces, that may prepare & fit it for ye eternal enjoyment of God, & if
you leave this undone you frustrate ye great end of your creation & redemption ...” (9 July 1760).
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“For having talked so much of the grandeur and magnificence I expected to see and the pleasure I promised
myself in the then approaching celebrity at Oxford, the least I think I can do now to you who have not been
a spectator of it, is to afford you a ... relation. Indeed if I could have imagined that the entertainment at this
place would have been any thing like what it has proved, I should have wished not barely that you might
have heard of it from others ... such a solemnity as in all probability you will never again have an opportunity of seeing during your whole life. For my own part I never saw anything that could be put in competition with it before, and never expect it again, and therefore am highly pleased that I came hither this term
... on Monday last on which day the company that could not before, thronged in as fast as possible, and that
evening came the Duke of Beauford, and Lady Pomfret with her attenda’ and equipages almost
innumerable. Then it was that Oxford began to appear in its greatest splendor ... ”(July 1756).

“Having had an opportunity lately of enquiring about your bodily health and welfare, it will not be unseasonable, I hope, to enquire a little about your spiritual, how matters stand, or rather, go on with your soul?
Whether your views of spiritual & eternal objects enlarge upon you? How you are enabled to take up &
with what temper to bear ye Cross, which ye good providence of God, I doubt not offers to you, as well
as to many other of your relations, who according to the present situtation of their affairs, seem to be called
to ye peculiar exercise of this grace & duty? Are you taking it up with thankfulness & bearing it with cheerfulness ye way that God sees best for you? Does it lead you to look more into yourself & less to what passes
without? Do you feel from your heart, how just it is that sinners should be sufferers? & see ye goodness &
kindness of the hand that so lightly chastises our folly? And are you growing under your present dispensation, whatever it may be whether agreeable or disagreeable, in ye knowledge of ye evil of self & ye most
necessary & saving knowledge of Him who is ye way & ye truth & ye life, whom to know is life eternal?
...”(9 May 1756).
£7500

Rare Books

SHREWSBURY GENTLEMAN’S MANUSCRIPT DIARY

111. [SHREWSBURY.] Diary. 1797. Salop & London.
[Shrewsbury & London, 1797.] Manuscript, ink on paper, in English. 4to (19 x 23cm) 50 pages, some edge fraying not
affecting legibility of text, stitched into contemporary thick grey paper wrapper, modern bookplate of “Denis Gray”,
contemporary ink title penned on front wrapper, a little dusty with wear to extremities but sound.

This manuscript diary covering the year 1797 was penned by a resident of Shrewsbury in Shropshire. There
are references both to local events, including the organisation of militias for defence against a possible
French invasion, and national politics, in particular the ongoing British naval campaign against France.
Shrewsbury being nine miles from the border with Wales, unsurprisingly there are also details of some
Welsh connections.When at home the writer has included daily notes on weather and temperature readings.
Amongst the numerous meetings with local friends and acquaintances are recorded particular connections
with the Darwall family of Walsall, and the Shrewsbury apothecary and consecrated nonjuring Bishop of
Shrewsbury William Cartwright (1730-1799). On a visit to London in April he “saw Mr . Cartwright’s
friends [&] did his business for him” (4/4), also noting (9/5) meeting “Rev. Mr Cartwright” and noting “Miss
Ann Cartwright went off to London.” A visit to Hawkstone Park near Market Drayton made with “Miss C”
(5/6) included viewing the “romantic walks & rocks grotto.” An intriguing note penned 1 May 1797
records: “21 years past I landed at Falmouth from America.” Several references suggest that the writer had
numismatic interests, noting the purchase of “Sinclair’s Irish coin book”, awaiting the delivery of coins, and
recording visits to medallists in London (17/4: “Youngs the medallist”). The writer’s permanent departure
for London is noted on 11 September 1797, with the rest of the diary recording him settling in to life in
the capital while maintaining connections with Shrewsbury. Membership of a branch of the medical
profession seems likely (15/10: “we unpackt my medical books”) – perusal of the directory in Thomas
Minshull’s The Shrewsbury visitor’s pocket companion: or Salopian guide ... (Shrewsbury, [1795?]; ESTC: BL only)
might offer some possible candidates for this diarist.
£650
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GEORGIAN MEDICINE CHEST MANUAL

112. [MEDICINE.] Directions for the use of the sundry medicines and utensils contained in
the chest: sold by ...
London, printed by Shaw and son, Silver Street, Fleet Street. 1804. First edition? 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) 27, [1]pp., light
foxing throughout, small excised section at outer margin of each leaf (without loss of text), stitched in original blue paper
wrappers, light wear to extremities.

Apparently unrecorded, this rare example of a Georgian manual for self-administered medical treatment
offers a description and directions for use of sixty medicines and utensils contained within a medicine
chest, including: “Jesuits bark ... magnesia ... sulphur ... Glauber salts ... basilicon ointment ... Turner’s
cerate ... mercurial ointment ... Friar’s balsam ... camphor ... Goulard’s extract of lead ... spirits of
lavender ... injection powder ... spirits of hartshorn ... elixir of vitriol ... Huxham’s tincture of bark ...
cream of tartar ... balsam capivi ... laudanum ... paragoric elixir ... corrosive sublimate ... Dover’s powder
... blistering plaister ... drawing plaister ... adhæsive plaister ... castor oil ... senna leaves ... stomachic
elixir ... Venice treacle ... lancet ... dressing lint ... plaister knife ... spatula ... scissars ... tile ... syringe ...
glyster bag and pipe ... scales and weights ...” Printed in 1804 in London by Shaw & son of Silver Street,
an area on the title-page has intentionally been left blank for vendors of medicine chests to add their own
names. That very few manuals of this sort have survived is unsurprising given that most would have been
kept inside a chest and either used to destruction or thrown out with a chest on replacement. The small
marginal excision (not affecting text) must have been made in order to fit it into a particular medicine
chest.
No copy traced in OCLC or elsewhere.

£950

Rare Books

PROMINENT FRENCH PHYSICIAN - INVENTOR OF THE PLAGUE DOCTOR’S COSTUME

113. LORME, Charles de. [Autograph letter signed to “Monsieur le President Nicolay
Conseilleur ... du Roy” offering medical opinions of the treatment of an asthmatic
complaint.]
Mo[u]lins, 1 September 1632. Autograph letter signed. Small folio (19 x 25.5) [2] full pages in French, on bifolium,
verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel in autograph & small [eighteenth century?] ink note summarising
content, some light paper toning, a few tiny tears along old folds, tip of corner lost from blank second leaf (no text loss),
paper uncut.

A rare example of an autograph letter signed by Charles de Lorme (1584-1678), one of the foremost
French physicians of the seventeenth century. Writing 1 September 1632 from his home town of Moulins
in central France to “Monsieur le President Nicolay Conseilleur ... du Roy” residing at Bourbon
l’Archembault, a spa town promoted by de Lorme, the physician offers detailed medical advice on a longrunning asthmatic complaint and other debilitations including flatulence, which the patient considers is
due to the use of cauterising escharotics. De Lorme also discusses the medical benefits of thermal waters.
De Lorme graduated from Montpellier in 1607 where his father held a professorial chair in medicine. He
went on to serve as principal physician to three French kings: Henry IV (1553-1610); Louis XIII (16011643), from 1629 also serving the king’s brother Gaston, duke of Orléons (1608-1660); and Louis XIV
(1638-1715). He is credited with inventing c.1619 the uniform of the plague doctor, the bird-like mask
with herb-filled beak and glass eye coverings and waxed cloth coat intended to protect the wearer against
infection by airborne diseases. As a practitioner of medicine he is remembered in particular for prescribing
a Paracelsian preparation including antimony intended for the prolongation of life.
£1950
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HEIDELBERG PHYSICIAN’S DORCHESTER MEDICAL PRACTICE

114. LOSS, Friedrich. Friderici Lossii Heidelbergensis Palatini, medici Dorchestrensis,
Observationum medicinalium libri quatuor.
Londini, typis E. Flesher, & prostant apud Gualterium Kettilby. 1672. First edition. 8vo (10 x 15cm) [16], 384pp.,
small wormhole at upper margin (touching a few letters of approx. final 10 leaves but not affecting sense of text),
very good in contemporary plain vellum, spine with early manuscript title, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this volume of medicinal observations and patient case studies by Friedrich Loss
(c.1602-1684?), a physician from Heidelberg who practiced at Dorchester in Dorset in the mid-seventeenth century. The book came under sustained attack in print from a rival Dorchester physician writing
under the pseudonym “Alius Medicus” who seems to have taken offence at Loss including in his book a
criticism of his methods in the treatment of a patient. In Animadversions on the medicinal observations, of the
Heidelberg, Palatinate, Dorchester practitioner of physick, Mr. Frederick Loss ... (London, 1674), Loss is attacked
as a former schoolmaster from Danzig who, fleeing the wars in Germany, settled in Dorchester as an
assistant to an apothecary there. This background is cited to undermine his credibility as a physician,
however some of the criticisms of Loss appear somewhat petty, including attacks on Loss’s style of
writing and the fact that throughout the work Loss has included the names of his patients in his medical
case studies. The only other treatise by Loss that we have traced was also printed in England: Friderici
Lossii Heidelbergensis Palatini præstantissimi medici Conciliorum: sive, De morborum curationibus (London,
1684).
Krivatsy 7114; Wellcome III, 548; Wing L3080B.

£1750

Rare Books

ITALIAN HEMP CULTIVATION & MECHANICAL PROCESSING

115. [NUVOLONE PERGAMO, Giuseppe.] Ragionamento pratico sopra la coltivazione,
macerazione e preparazione del canape letto ed approvato dalla Real Società agraria di
Torino nell’adunanza degli 8 Maggio 1795 ...
Torino, dalla Stamperia Sociale. [1795.] First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) [2], 72, [2]pp., with half-title & 2
engraved plates (1 folding), a fine copy in contemporary speckled calf, boards with gilt Greek key borders, spine gilt in
compartments with citron morocco label titled in gilt, all edges gilt, marbled pastedowns, very good.

A fine copy of the first edition, rare, of this treatise on the cultivation and processing of hemp by Giuseppe Nuvolone Pergamo,
conte di Scandaluzza, vice-director of the Real Società agraria di
Torino, an agricultural society based in the northern Italian city
of Turin. The region of Piemonte has a long history of hemp
cultivation, with uses after processing including the manufacturing of textiles, paper, rope, and fishing nets. Topics covered
here include guidance on suitable terrain for hemp cultivation,
selection and methods of sowing seed, advice on judging plant
maturity, guidelines for the maceration process, and drying
methods. The first of the two engraved plates depicts Nuvolone
Pergamo’s newly-designed metal combs for carding hemp,
which he arranged to be manufactured by Stefano Pachalet. The
second engraved plate depicts a loom then in use for weaving
hempen cloth.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque du Conservatoire
national des arts et métiers, Paris). ICCU adds 4 locations
(Biblioteca Provinciale Giulio e Scipione Capone, Avellino;
Biblioteca civica d’arte Luigi Poletti, Modena (incomplete);
Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria, Torino; Biblioteca
dell’Accademia delle scienze, Torino).
£1750
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FRENCH TOBACCO TRADE STATISTICS

116. [TOBACCO.] Tabac. Direction de [Nantes] Entrepost de [Palluau].
[Palluau (Loire), 1765.] Printed questionnaire. Folio (25 x 38cm) [7]pp., manuscript completions in ink throughout,
unbound as issued, a little marginal dustiness and edge-fraying (not affecting text).
A rare survival, this printed questionnaire records details of the tobacco traded at the “entrepost” of
Palluau in the Loire in 1765. The manuscript completions penned in ink supply answers to a series of
questions concerning prices, quality of tobacco, quantities consumed, details of the “magazin” at Palluau,
sales over several years and other statistical information. It seems to have been filled in by the “entreposeur”, “Le. S. Artus du Chateau, natif Palluau.” In the second half of the eighteenth century almost all
the tobacco imported for consumption in France had been grown in North America, much being
imported via Britain. The trade in tobacco, a profitable royal monopoly for King Louis XV (1710-1774),
was controlled strictly by the “farmers general”, with imported tobacco being processed at a number of
official factories before being distributed across the country. We have not been able to locate any other
examples of this or similar printed questionnaires in OCLC or elsewhere.
£750

Rare Books

ADMINISTRATION OF FRENCH TOBACCO MONOPOLY

117. [TOBACCO.] [Five letters concerning the administration of tobacco distribution in
north eastern France, all addressed to farmer-general Varanchon.]
[Paris & elsewhere, 1764-5.] each 4to, [9] pages of text in total, 3 single sheets & 2 bifolia with address panels to versos
of second leaves, old folds, a few small marginal tears from seal opening, very good.

These five letters all concern the administration of tobacco distribution under the operation of the
eighteenth century French tobacco monopoly. Dating from 1764-5 and addressed to M. Varanchon de
Saint-Geniès, farmer-general of tobacco, they contain updates on the entrepots for tobacco at SaintQuentin, Péronne and Guise in north eastern France.
PIONEER IN MEDICAL STUDY OF POISONS

118. TAYLOR, Alfred Swaine. Guy’s Hospital.
Syllabus of a course of lectures on medical
jurisprudence, annually delivered in the medical
theatre of the institution ...
[Printed by Morris & Co. Ludgate Street, London.] [1832?] First
edition. 4to (19 x 23cm) [4]pp., drop-head title, on bifolium,
negligible wear at margins, old folds, unbound as issued.
The rare first printed syllabus of a pioneering course in
medical jurisprudence taught in London at Guy’s Hospital
by Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880) from 1832. Taylor
was appointed in 1831 to the newly-created post of
lecturer in medical jurisprudence at Guy’s. He became
the foremost authority in the field, publishing Elements of
medical jurisprudence (London, 1836), his knowledge of
toxicology leading to his consultation as an expert in
many notable Victorian poisoning trials. The syllabus
summary supplies an overview of the subject matter
covered in Taylor’s lectures: “asphyxia ... apparent death
... violent death ... drowning ... hanging ... strangulation
... suffocation ... general poisoning ... irritant poisons ...
narcotic poisons ... fish poison ... toxicology ... feigned
diseases ... insanity ...” Not traced in OCLC.
£350

£450
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CHINA SILK SPUN BY CHESHIRE MANUFACTURERS

119. [CLULOW.][Seven letters
relating to the Clulow family,
in particular concerning silk
manufacture in Macclesfield.]
[1779-1790.] 7 letters: 4to & folio
bifolia, approx. [18] pages of manuscript
text in total, each postally used, with
manuscript address panels penned on
versos of second leaves, a few small tears
along old folds or from seal opening (not
affecting sense of text), overall in a very
good state of preservation.

This group of seven letters dating
between 1779 and 1790 concern
the Clulow family, mill owners in
Macclesfield and elsewhere. Of
particular interest are two letters
dated 1783 signed by Aaron Clulow
who by 1788 was operating a mill in Macclesfield and another in Bollington. These were sent from London
to Macclesfield, addressed to “Clulow & Simcock” and “Mr John Clulow Sen.r” and concern silk manufacturing, mentioning purchases of raw China and Bengal silk in London and details of orders to be manufactured in Macclesfield. Among the other letters are two penned in 1779 and 1780 in London by William
Clulow addressed to his brother Aaron Clulow at “Mr Whittaker’s ... Stockport, Cheshire” containing
religious exhortations to follow a righteous path in business. Another letter of 1783, signed by J. Simcock
in Macclesfield to William Clulow in London, also concerns a shipment of China silk.
£650
MEDICINES ADVERTISED IN VICTORIAN TYPOGRAPHY

120. [MEDICINE.] [Four advertising cards for different Victorian patent medicines.]
4 advertising cards: I. Moxon’s effervescent magnesian aperient. Myers, Sparrow & Co. Kaleidography, London. [c.1850.]
(23 x 19.5cm) printed in dark green ink; II. Dicey’s genuine Squire’s grand elixir. [London.] Whiting, Beaufort House,
Strand. [c.1850.] (15.5 x 12xm) black text with blue decorative border; III. Butler’s peppermint and ginger lozenges.
[London.] Whiting, Beaufort House, Strand. [c.1850.] (15.5 x 12xm) black text with pink decorative border; IV. Parr’s
life
pills.
[London?,
c.1850.] (12.5 x 7.5cm)
text printed in blue on white
lozenge the embossed card
with pink floral border
bearing embossed name at
foot of “De La Ruse & Co
London”;
each
card
varnished contemporaneously,
some
light
discolouration, overall in a
very good state of preservation
Exhibiting bold examples
of early Victorian typography, these four advertising cards printed in
London c.1850 are scarce
survivals from the heyday
of patent medicines.
£350

